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Chapter 1: RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

Research Objectives

The objectives of this project were threefold:
1. to obtain knowledge of the modes of intergenerational

interacti on and ■support i n the rural Arab population of ' "

Israel in order to better understand the directions of

change in family relations resulting from the process of
modernization;

2. to obtain knowledge and insight into the living conditions
and needs of the rural Arab aged population of Israel in
order to gather basic data for service planning;  ■7

3. to obtain knowledge about the relationship between existing
services and prevailing basic needs.

The scientific background of the study drew on elements of three
areas of sociology  social change, the family, and aging  and on

their interrelationships. The major emphasis was on family and

household structure and development, as well as on the intergenera
tional relationships of elderly persons who are part of a social group
undergoing rapid economic and political change.

Methodology

Sampling

Rather than use a randomly selected sample of the entire
population of rural Arab elderly, it was decided to interview all aged
in the sampled villages, i.e. , to base the study on a cluster sample.
A number of reasons underly this decision: the religious as well as
economic heterogeneity of villages, the possibility that smaller

1



villages would be underrepresented if the entire population "ere
sampled, and the considerably higher cost of a randomly selected
sample.

Villages were sampled by size and by religion of inhabitants. In

 fn pr^snrvo the r',r,J asp,ct of the Project, co.amu.iUic or 111uro  ;

than 10,000 inhabitants were not included.
Most sampled visages with fewer than 10,000 inhabitants are

religiously homogeneous  Moslem, Christian, or Druse. Eighteen
villages have a mixed population, usually Moslem and Christian only; :

only one or two very small villages are allChristian. This .f^*"
heterogeneity of the population and of the universe of villages, in
addition to budgetary constraints, Prevented representation in this
study of all three types of religiously homogeneous villages. Thus,"^
the sampling diverse (Table 1) includes 76 villages, 76% of which are
al1 Moslem.

The villages to be deluded in the study were sampled randomly
from each of the cells in Table 1, using an appropriate sampling
Potion for each cell. Three villages of the group of 47 and one

village from each of the other cells were sampled. The final study
sample thus deluded six villages with a total population of 17,200
(end of 1982), which should include about 520 persons ages 65 and

older . 1 This number of Prospective interviewees nearly matched the 

n^ber estimated in the Planning stages of the study (600).

' ^ ^aTistLa'f ?e^booClisaT in the "on.ewish Elation is

2



Table 1: The Sampling Universe

_ Size of Vil lage

.  mnaoitants

'1 1 1 <</)■<■■■<■ 1 unr '

'l/  11
Mixed
__ 9 9

Data__coj._l ection _ _ ■■._ .__. ,

™* list at Persons to b interviewed a supplied by~Zr~~~ "

N"ionalne InstJtute. This Ht opined all persons age 65 7 "

a"d nId<^i"S to the Population Registry) with the Ut of , ^

P~ reae,viag o!d age "urance Payments. As expected. the (ile
^>^d na",es of Persons not ^own in ^ villas, persons .ho had

ved to other co^un,ties, and Pron who had "ot yet reached the
age of 65. On the "ther hand, a few aged Persons whose names did not

appear on the Ut were found by the iterviewers in the villages they
"^ *"1ugh "o concentrated effort was mad to fi,ld such

Ps. ™"^re, though not all Persons ags 65. were co"tactd
"  l^ely that the 1"viewers wr able to reach at least 95t of
all Prsons over age 65 in the sampled villages.

™* ""al list of Pot"ial interviewees "umbred 552. Among

these. " >*< fused to be interviewed, 19 (0.4X, could not be
^atd at the tlm of the interview, and 3 were "opitaiZed at that
txme. Of the ™2, therefore, 519 (94t( "'"r interviewed. Thirty
" C17*, of these Id ""t ""r the question thmelvs, hau
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because of deafness.2 The others were either too ill or confused to
respond. Basic information on these elderly was obtained from their
caretakers. Another 10 persons began but could not complete the
interview. As a result, 472 interviews were completed and 47 were

partial ly completed .  _"._. _

Composing the questionnaire
Since one of the study's goals was to compare the results with

preexisting data on the Jewish elderly population of Israel, the
questionnaire of a study of the Jewish aged by Weihl, Nathan, and

Avner (1970) was adapted for use in the Arab villages. This study and

its two followup studies (Weihl, 1980) was chosen as a base line
because it is thus far the only one to be based on a representative .. ~_;

sample of an entire population and because it encompasses many aspects
of living conditions of the aged. A pretest helped to solve some of
the problems of adapting the questions to a different culture; other
problems were not solved, as some of the results show.

The first draft of the questionnaire was tested in 60 interviews.
Some questions were subsequently discarded; others were rephrased.
The questionnaire was translated into Arabic for use by the
interviewers, who spoke to the elderly subjects in Arabic and noted
their responses in Hebrew. This arrangement facilitated the work of
the coders, and enabled the principal investigator, who does not speak
Arabic, to analyze the data of the study.

2 3.5$ of the total sample.

4



In the course of the study, two additional subjects were included
in the questionnaire: perceptions of old age and the structure of the
households in which the interviewees had lived since childhood.

5



Chapter2 . DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Basic Demographic Data
Age

^ population of this *t.try is an old one, older than that of

י'י11 ^ "^'o.^^ ^>,^.,^u ^ 1™,, ">,l .;.."si,l,.rably older than

^ tOt'U J*U" P""ulati"". Twentyeight Percent are over 80 years
Qld (including 1M over age 85), compared with 22* of the nonJewish

""" ^ Ot the Je"lsh Popuiations (CBS, 1984, Table II/16). In one of
the ^Ker ""ages (100 People ages 65+) the "oldold" comprise 38S
of all ,..persons over age65."^' ^

Sex ;  " " ~ ~"~ ■■■  ' יי ' "~~ . /. "~ . .' ■:_ \"

""*P"* of the study Population are ^1, compared with . ^

46J of the total ™.*wish Population of Israel ages 65+ (CBS 1984

T^e "A6). TheP>tage in the Christian sector is even less
than 46J, as is that in the J"lsh Population. Thus, women may be

underrepresented i" this study. This was "peoted "hen some

",termers ™^l^ "found" Person over age 65 whose names were

^ ^Ju,ed in the Nation gistry. All of these persons ,ere
"0'". and all of them had "entity ards and were official^
^s^ts of their "Pe"ve viilages. Although these accidental
" ^ted the need for adr todoor "sus, budgetary a",
time "■""ations Prevented its implementation.

Marital Status

31x170" P'e"t of the .^Pondent are married, 35J are
^o,ed, and 2.7" are "vorced; 13S have "ever married, which is a

mall "™Ptio" ""Pared with 5* of those ages 65+ in the total no,

6
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Jewish population and T.% in the tot*l ז . .

TaWe n/19)_ ^ t"t,! ^s, Population (CBS, 1MSa,

"" '<"* of the tudy Population have bee" married more

"*" ><". *> ^ ■" (56*) have had POlyB."o", ,,arria.es
Marri>d ™s " ,,;, :'.."or than 1kk,,", ",,.,, ,r

" OhU ^"^ ^■"  , ", "e "cd, a.e ^ SO or ul^.
ThlS """, is ~y atd t e,: st "", i"luding those
over 30 yars old, ae rried, "■<U "ost women, even the a6e 65.
™> ^ '^ CMe )■ m tWs rePt, the tudy population

י"*' ^^2a^£i^^^i£l^^H^^^ 

. Not " "^ "ale. rried Tota! N Married ma??Ld Total N

7074 95 , 100 55
100 " 4! 59 !00 83

7■^ 64 36 100 69 29 .
100 72 2 ; 100 42'iI 79 100 72

Total 86 H 100 266 35 e,
Jb 65 100 252

Children

^ As P^■ the """ber of '.ildren U high: ^ of all
res/Jondents ^ve ^ r re Uving ^^ren, 1 " have one or two
ly, and 3* are "i"t ""*"rUg. Ther are "o uptodate
camp^t^ ■>ata on "■i ubject, cept Cor person with no

7
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offspring: 12<10 of all Jewish persons ages 65+ have no living
children, compared with n of all nonJews of the same age group (CBS,
1985b, Table 13).

Ninetyfour Percent of the respondents have grandchildren, 44X

!.^Kreat^randoh i 1dron , *nd ^ 11:1V'J .'rrn.;/;.Trr^t~r,?nr/r/7,7'lr~rJ.
^ '"'JUi''' Li1e IuurKenr,rt U o,1 /h.;j,Jv 7s ^ 1 1 HStahlistied.Cr^t q^lJLYLaL

parenthood is more common among women: 55£ of all women have great
grandchildren, compared with 34X of all men; and women reach this
status earlier than men: 46<Z> of women under age 75 and 3170 of men in
this age group are greatgrandparents. These differences between the  

sexes are Probably caused by age differences of married couples: 35$

of all m^vvxed men are more than 10 years older than their wives" and " '

another 29$ are 610 years older. . .., ..,

Level of Formal Education

When the study population was young, there were few schools in
the rural Arab sector of Palestine. It is therefore not surprising
that "early twothirds of the study population is illiterate. As

Table 3 shows, significantly more women than men are illiterate. In
fact, very few women were sent to school, and the few who were are
Christians.

^ble 4 shows the differences in level of formal education by

relxgxon. The Moslem aged, as a group, include the highest number of

illiterates. while nearly half of the Christian aged had five or more
years of schooling.

8



Table 3: Level of Formal Education, by Sex (percentages)

Years_of Schooling
Sex No schooling 14 5 or more Total Number

Male ^ ■M 271 0 0 265

Female 82 8 10 100 252

Total 62 20 18 100 517

Table * j Level of Formal Education, by Religious Affiliation (percentages)

Years of SchoolingReligious ~
Affiliation No schooling 14 5 or more Total Number

Moslem 83 13 4 100 304

Christian 26 30 44 100 162

Druze 53 27 20 100 51

Total 62 20 18 100 517

Income

Respondents were asked to rate themselves according to given
monthly income brackets. They were also asked to state their sources .

of income, Eightyfive percent of all respondents claim to live on

old age insurance payments only. Many of the men who responded were

probably entitled to Pensions (as former teachers or policemen), yet
they did not 1"ent ion this source of income; 88X of this group was

categorized as receiving an income supplement. Responses to the first
question are more reliable since they reflect proportional differences

9
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in level of income; they do not, however, provide a picture of the
actual income distribution in the investigated population.

As with education, the three religious groups differ with respect
to incom^ the Uuiom(i of Moslem aged is relatively low compared with
LhaL ufChrL*l Una and Uruze (P < 0.001). The relationships bef.v<^n

iacO1ne and religion and between income and education are important in
the context of this Project because most villages are monoreligious
and thus distinctly differ from one another with regard to income and
education.

Household Types. _

The population of this study lives in 439 households, 38<£ of
which are monogenerational, i.e., inhabited by persons over age 65

only The multigenerational households consist mainly of two

generations: 44% are twogenerational and 1836 include three
generations. Only one fourgeneration household was found. This
distribution differs considerably from that of the Jewish population,
as shown in Table 5.

The CBS survey also reveals that 401 of the households of jews of
nonEuropean origin are multigenerational, as opposed to m of the
households of Jews of European origin.

Sixtyfive Percent of all Arab men surveyed, compared with 53"* of

all women, live in multigenerational households. Thus, comparatively
more women live apart from children.

10



Table 5: Distribution of Household Types in the Study Population
and in the Jewish Population Aged 65K percentages)

A

study Jewish
Population Population3■

CCUplCG . 1^ 55
One person 20 26

Multigenerational Households 62 lg

Total 100 100

a Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, 1982. Survey of Elderly
Persons in Households. Special Series 754, TabTe~BS. 15 y

Monogenerational households

1*hle 5 shows that the structure of this type of household
defers very much from its counterpart in the Jewish population: two
thirds of the latter consist of couples, while in the study population
there are slightly less couples than single person households.
Looking at these data from another perspective, more than half of all
couples (58$) live in multigenerational households, many of which

^ incl^e still 1™rried young children. Therefore, monogenerational
households tend to be occupied by older efwsons (Table 6).

The age distribution corroborates the previous finding regarding 

marital st*tus : monogenerational households consisting of widowed

Perso"s are the final stage of household development over time.
Multigenerational households become monogenerational after all
children have left. With the Passage of time, the occupants of these
households change from couples to elderly widows.

11



Table 6: ^^LJI^u^^

Monogenerational Multigenerational
Age Households Households Total

. ^569  14 ~ 22 . ~
7074 _ 2H 2y

 7579 24 22 23

15
Total 100 100 100

*umber 168 271 ■ 439

Multigenerational households

Multigenerational households differ structurally in many respects
 by the ™"*er of generations, size of household, age, and marital
status of occupants. The following section of this report will
examine these ^pects as they affect the aged members of multigenera
tional households.

Mo^t multigenerational households are twogenerational, i.e.,
the^ incl^e one or two aged parents living with one or more children
(but no grandchildren). Table 7 shows the various types of such

households, only 30!£ of which include a third generation.
Nearly 20* of *H multigenerational households (which constitute

12X of all households) include young children who are still the legal
responsibility of their Parents. Many more, over age 18' are
Unmarried and live with their parents who feel responsible for them.

12
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especially if they are female. 3 Since many of these children are not

gainfully employed, they constitute a double liability for their
parents .

Probably the most important finding presented in Table 7 is the
fact: that many households include single nhi Idron , especial 1 y

uaugi,Ler.s , wiiu are *e I I beyond the average ab'e "f nirriaee and whOso

likelihood of marrying is slim.4 Thirtyfour percent of all
multigenerational households (21'£ of all households) include at least
one such daughter, and some include more than one. The corresponding
proportions for men (over age 28 and unmarried) are 1436 and 9^ but : ,

many of these men may still marry. Table 6 shows that 6O3£ of
households with single daughters over age 28 are small  up to four
persons; thus, the modal type of this household consists of either an

aged couple with at least one unmarried daughter and sometimes a

younger child, or a widowed parent with an unmarried daughter and up

to three other children. The probability that one of the other
children is an unmarried son over age 28 is quite high: 245£ of all
households which contain at least one single daughter over 28 also
include one single son of that age (Table 8).

0

o

In fact, all single children in the study population who live inIsrael, regardless of age, live with their parents.
4 Age 28 was arbitrarily chosen as a rather high one for marriage inthis still rather rural society. Verbal communications with various
sources revealed that women over age 25 are unlikely to marry.

13
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J Slnce each type y cl.de other categories of children, the total "a",,,■. ,xceeds 271.
יי7 lncllJde a married son, 4 a married daughter.
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Table 8: Dialled Structure of Two Types of Multigenerational
 HgHsgholds (percentages)

Householdincl. udos h^,,,k .1 > . . ,Household mcl udes :

At least one sinelp Aa .daughter over age 28. 46 A marrxed child and family. 75

At least one sinele 0/1 ., daughterי over ape 28 24 At least one single 12
at least one single son daughter over age 28, and a
of the .same age? . _ marrxed child and family.

dLg^t" ^r^fL and 11 ^eastonechild. under
a married child  ■ age 18, and a marrxed childandf amxly .

At least one sinelp 1q .

100
Number Qo .. ,93 Number 82

Although there are no uptodate comparable figures for the
J6WiSh pOpulatio"< the P^Portion of unmarried adult daughters seems
very high. Since most of them have no income, they constitute a

f inancial ' normativ^' and psychological burden on their families.
Their main task and sole occupation is the care of their parent(s), on

whose ^come ('™stly old age allowance only) they live. It is
difflcult to *"visage their lives once their parents have passed away.

This comparative ab""dance of single women may be a new demographic
development: the proportion of older single women in this study
POpulati0" is rather all  t.4% nevermarried persons, male and
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female.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 50* " all ^tise"ratlo"al h"eholds^* ^ Persons, *lu<U"B "Udren of various ages, ™"st of them

well over 0 and .anyyed . ■So.e reports of ™P^ent status
^ *<"■*, e^cUlly in one or the vin.gos. are s,,b,e<..t to tr",,bt.

' '  ' ^'uLao of uau"L>!'■^ :t'^ '"ore credible i f

only because ™st were at ho,0e at the time of th interview. rn spite
of ^ese *ubts. data on the "umber o( badwinners was co",puted for
each 'old. ^"y, the nu.ber rises with th size ot the
>■™*^. Oh the other ^ in a "ain Pere"taBe ot multigenera
"0"^h"" the e "roe of ~ is an old age a"owa"e
for on or two .ons .<tePe*Mng on the rital status of the aged

eSlde"tS>. Thus th 01 i"ome o( 38* of the households containing
an ^r,,ed *e"r over age 28 is the old age auowance of the
<"*". The corresponding figure ^r Households with hildre, ,lntrP,^ 1 i 15S and ^r houeholds ""h daughters ages 1828, 26..

Further_j:eJ1^k^oj!J10usehold_types
™isarch PJect accepted the *edition of househoM used

by the ^"rai Bureau oE "atistics. "amly, a group Of Pople Uving
P~ ""^ 1" the a" house or apartare"t who ook at !east one meaI

^etter. This d"""ion has recently been hanged to: a group ot

"^ """~ "<' Uve together in the "e apart,"e"t a"a share a
™on budget. These were Ue bases used for categorizing type of ■^~ ^ t U a™ apparent that these fi"itio"s do not alwily3^, " People y Uve in Parate apartments or houses but still^~ > "" , "anent basis, or use other "."""Uies or services
existing in one location only.
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There are parents in monogenerational households who never cook
(some do not have cooking facilities) and are served by a child's
kitchen, usually in close proximity, There are also parents who 1iVe . .

in separate houses or apartments, cook their own meals, but never do

י';'ו'' י' י' 1■1.'!ndryand /or novcr',■/■,>; ; >■.,; ....,, n , ,

incapacity, but because their childro.1 SiuJp. There are quite a fuw

parents who use the toilet and washing facilities at the homes of
nearby children. There are even a few elderly who live close to their
children (maintaining separate households in accordance with the
definition used) but use electricity (and sometimes water) via the ■ . ■

meters of the homes of their children.
These examples demonstrate that it is sometimes impossible to

delineate the boundary between mono or tnultigenerational households.
They sllSgest that there may be an inbetween variant characterized by

separate houses but shared budgets and sometimes massive oneway flows

of service from one Nation to the other. Many household functions,
on the other hand, are maintained separately, and the most important
part of the definition  separate living arrangements  remains valid
for the households sampled in this study.

Variation by religion

The three reli^ous groups do not differ in household structure:
34* of Christian households, 40X of the Moslem, and 42'£ of the Druze

households are monogenerational. There are small differences in
types of multigenerational households: Moslems tend more to 1iVe with
young childre"' and Christians have the highest proportion of
unmarried daughters over age 28.
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Variation by Income

No differences in income between mono and arulti generational
households were found.
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Chapter 3: HOUSEHOLD HISTORY

One of the goals of this study was to historically trace the
types of households in which the sampled population has lived. The

objective was to note changes in household structure, specifically
whetnor or not ^ ..ra,Hti onal family Uvi.1;; arran^.mont  tho joint
hOUSehOld  had been replaced by the socalled modern one, the nuclear
Or COnjugal household It was assumed that in the premodern or pre_
industrial era, which Prevailed when the study population was young,
the Joint household was the normatively expected as well as the
numerically predominant mode. Although the scarcity of empirical
evidence may shed some doubt on the validity on this assumption, there
is no doubt that a general Process of modernization has taken place in
the rural Arab sector of Israel .

Fifty to seventy years ago, when elderly investigated were

children, the villages sampled were as yet largely untouched by modern

technology and "ew values. There was no electricity, and water had to
be carried from a spring or well. There were no roads and no cars,
and there was no salaried employment outside the village. Moreover,
there were very few schools, no newspapers, and no means of mass

communication. The only source of income was agriculture, and its
methods were primitive and outdated.

The Political organization of the village was based on kinship
units only, with one Person  the Muhktar  nominated by the
government to Action as the Cage's representative. Democratic
™rmsand processes were unknown. The family was organized as a

patri local and patriarchal unit in which all authority was vested in
the father (or grandfather). This was the social environment in which
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the study population was socialized and spent its early adulthood.
Since then, great changes have occurred in all the areas mentioned.
The village economy and Political organization have become more

"modern". The main source of income is salaried employment, mostly
fro," outside the villaBes, thus freely th* younger generation fro",

1^ "t'' .lonondoneo on Mk.fa ',or. Th, relieving data ^o,,;j ;,,
analyzed with this background in mind.

The data on household history are based on three questions:
a When you were young, less than 10 years old, who lived with

you in the same house?

b. When you were 1118 years old, or until your marriage, who

lived with you in the same house?

(For these questions, the elderly were Presented with eight
categories of kin, beginning with siblings and ending with distant
relatives) .

c After your "triage and until now, with whom did you live?
Try to remember what happened since your marriage  did you live on

your own?, with parents? Did some relatives join or leave the

household in the course of these years? If there were changes in
household structure, why did they occur?

The main findin^s> as derived from responses to these questions,
are a3 follows:

* The mOdal househ<^ in the childhood and youth of thJ study
POpulation was nucle*r  it contained two generations only, children '
and parents (Table 9).

* ^r ^~^ tioned living with "onnuclear kin, such as
u"cles and cousins, in childhood. :■
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Table 9: Household Structure in Childhood , a
by Religious Affiliation (percentages)

Type of Household
Religious Two Three Extended
Affiliation generational generational kinb Total A?

Moslem .jJ 24 21 1UU 266

Christian 85 8 7 100 142

Druze 91 7 2 100 44

Total 68 17 15 100 472

a Until age 10. The data for age 11 until marriage differ only
slightly; however, the proportion of Christian respondents who mentioned _.living with nonnuclear doubled during this period. 7

May include two or more generations, but always includes at least ":?■
one member who is a more distant relative (uncle , cousin , great aunt , ■?,

etc.).

c. Household structure at childhood and youth differs by

religious affiliation: few Christian and Druze respondents mentioned
living with grandparents or with extended kin, while both these
categories were significantly more prevalent in the households of the
Moslem population.

d. Forty percent of the study population established a household
of its own at marriage; another ?.?? first lived for some time with the
husbands' parents; and 21X never left their parents' household. These

three modes of development of family living arrangement differ by

religtous affiliation (Table 10).
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Table 10: Living Arrangement of Couples After Marriage,
by Religious Affiliation (percentages)

. Type of Household
Le ft parents' house

\^tit parents' Hold ai Ler h.tvm^ Mev>r left
Reliiou^ !1cn:achol:i ■H lived there for su.uc par^nU.
Ai L LUation 'rna.rriage. time after marriage. household. Total jV

Moslem 36 50 14 100 282

Christian 48 23 29 100 139

Druze 44 19 37 100 44

Total 40 39 21 100 465

e. A detailed description of current household structure was

presented in Chapter 2. In the immediate context, however, it is
illustrative to repeat that at this late stage in their lives, 17$ of

the all elderly live in households which contain one or two elderly
mrents and a married child.5 This figure includes households in
vhich the elderly live with a married child and his children, as well
is with their own young, unmarried children (a household type
;lassified as extended kinship when describing household structure at
:hildhood  Table 9). Thus, comparison of the data on household
;tructure at childhood (and youth) with household structure at old. age

hows a diminishing proportion of extended kinship households.
The data presented above do not support the assumption that joint

r extended kinship households were the mode in p re modern times; more

Only three households (less than one percent of the total) were ofthe extended kinship type.
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than two thirds of all households at childhood (and youth) were two_

generational or "conjugal", the supposedly typical and functional type
in industrial societies, The findings corroborate those of previous
case studies of Israeli Arab villages (Rosenfeld, 1965; Cohen , 1965)

■7r'  l."1; *Uii 00.uu of ^hv liiuiiiigs *'id conclusions based on _ ■  r
<^her cultures (LzslvLi, 1^76; Goode, 1970; Shorter, 1975). The data 

thus challenge the Prevailing conception of family and household
structure in nonindustrialized (traditional, agrarian) societies.

The data show that Moslems were closer to the traditional model 
than Christians or Druze: significantly more Christian and Druze ~ ~^~

elderly (P < 0001) claimed to have lived in a twogenerational : . :;.
household in childhood (Table 9). Although it may be claimed that  ,

Christians are more . modern" , there is no supportable explanation for ~
this finding. Regarding household structure, the evidence is
contradictory: Table 10 shows that Christians and Druze , as opposed

to Moslejns, tend significantly (p < 0.001) to live in a three
generational household until the parents death.

The data Presented in Tables 9 and 10 suggest three main lines of
household development, beginning in childhood.

a. Early childhood and youth in a twogenerational household,
separation from Parents after marriage, and later life in a one
generational household after all children are marrried. This last
development may not always occur, since m.narried children  mostly 

daushters  always remain in their parents household. This first line
is ™>re typical of Christians and Druze than of Moslems.

b. Early childhood and youth in a multigenerational or extended
kinship household, After marriage, the young couple lives with the
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husband's family until the household becomes too big or until the
young couple can afford a home of its own.6 The twogenerational
household then develops as it does in line a.More Moslems than
Christians or Druze are characterized by this line.

C Lariy childhood a'U youth in a twogenerational household.
AILer marriage, the young couple does not separate from parents. This
line is more typical of Christians and Druze than of Moslems.

These lines describe developments of the past. Because the
study Illation included only those over age 65, no similar data is . ~

■ .>

available on the younger generation. It is commonly known, however,

that the youn£ bridegroom of today is expected to build his own house J

before marriage can even be considered. The data do indicate that as
early as 4050 years ago, the modal trend of newly married children
was to seParate from Parents. Thus, there was little chance for
widespread prevalence of the Joint, extended tnultigenerational
household. These findings match those of Rosenfeld (1964) for the
village he investigated in the 1950s, in which 75% of all households
*ere twogenerational and nuclear. He goes on to say that "about half
of the sons in Moslem families, andtwo thirds of those of Christian
families, leave the parents' home after marriage".

i

^ ZeTl^lLrLT^lr"3 Siven for .ip.ratUg rrom th m
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Chapter 4: WORK AND WORK CAREERS

Labor Force Participation
This project was designed to compare data on work and labor force

participation among the rural Arab elderly with that of other sectors
of the Israeli population; it does not provide an indonth i nvostica
tion of this area. Standard terms and questions were employed in the
interviews, but the responses proved to be unreliable.

Of all men interviewed, only 2.5$ claimed to have worked during
the week preceding the interview. When asked about sources of income,
A.9% of all men mentioned income from work. When work careers were

investigated, 9* of all men said that they were working "now",i.e. ,

at age 65 or older, or had been working "some time ago beyond that
age". Half of them are selfemployed in agriculture; most of the
others are tradesmen. On the basis of this contradictory information,
it is not possible to state the exact labor force participation, but

it is safe to point out that it is low in comparison with the labor
force participation of Jewish males ages 65+ which, in 1982, was 25X.7

The standard terms and questions concerning employment may be

confusing for a mostly illiterate population whose modal lifetime
occupation had been agriculture, most of whom had been selfemployed
(or partially selfemployed) most of their lives, and over onethird
of whom still own the land on which they work either alone or" together
with their sons. About 3C^ of those who own land have leased it and

'7

Labor force participation of the nonJewish male population ages
65+ was 3.3!£ in 1982 The proportion of the Jewish male population
ages 65+ was 25£ (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1984 Special Series
No. 738, Table 8).
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thus probably have some income. Moreover, quite a few told the
interviewer that they had legally handed over their land to offspring
before the age of 65, so as to be entitled to supplementary income

benefits from the National Insurance Institute; some of these ,!^rly
work LI., IurIwi lii Lheir .sons and Probably obtain some income in kl:vi

or cash. Labor force Participation, nevertheless, is low. No women

claimed to have worked sinfully during the preceding week, and only
very few women had ever worked outside their farms or households.

Therefore' the lowing description of work careers pertains to aren
only. .. ■ 

Work Careers

The decision to investigate work careers stems from an interest
in the changes this formerly agrarian Population has undergone in the
COUrSG Of a lifetime. The data obtained Justify this decision, as
they illustrate the transition fro" selfemployment (mostly in
agriculture) to salaried employment (Table 11) and from occupations in
agriculture to other occupations (Table 12), such as unskilled
salaried work in Stories and services (maintenance, food prepara
tion, gardening), construction, and professional work in services 

(teaching, health care). '

Table 12 shows that the Proportion of agricultural workers
decli"es considerably with the Passage of historical time (and with .

the inc>ease in age of the investigated Population). This decline has
two sour^s, both of thonr duo to changes in the economic system of
I^ael (^d of most of the world): smallscale farming began to

'lUappear as a'"a in source of i"co,no and farmers hired themselves out
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Table 11: Employment Status of Males in the Course of theirwg£Jj^nj^_Lives_(JEg£gentages )

Age SelfEmployed Salaried Othera Total JV

1334 ' 5? ah
>< ' ) >

J'J ^>  10024 7

5665 36 49 15 100 245

Includes two categories:  early retirees
.  men who are both selfemployed ■ :

and salaried

Table 12: Distribution of Occupations of Males in the Course
of their Working Lives (percentages)

Shep Con Un
Agri herd struc skilled Prof.
culture ing Trade tion Police Labor labor Other Total N

Age

י^ 60    32a 100 245
1835 59 7 8 5 5  16 100 245

3655 53 7 12 2 12 9 5 100 245

5665 42 8*212 6 22^ 100 245

.Includes17$ who had not worked at that age

About half of these are early retirees; 5X are employed in industry.
Includes both selfemployed and salaried workers.
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as employees on bigger farms (in this case, on Jewish settlements).
Simultaneously, new occupations with better pay emerged: construe
tion, semiprofessions, unskilled and skilled work in industry.
Whenever possible, people left their jobs in agriculture, where pay is
low and tenure nonexistent, and took jobs which offer one or both of
~'.c.^o features. T!1 o■■soil'j vo 1 ijj;,1ieu Is are inoy 1 evi.<i! mi 1;/ /■/ the

occupational structure of the second generation,8 though the study
data (Tables 11, 12, 13) clearly reflect the impact of these changes
on the older generation. Table 13 shows the transition of self
employed to salaried workers: nearly half the elderly who began their _ :,

working life selfemployed (most were farmers) some time later became
salaried. _  ■ ■ ■   "  

Table 13: Changes in Employment Status of Males
in the Course of their Working Lives (percentages)

Selfemployed for entire working life; 04
retired after age 60.

Selfemployed; either retired at about age 55 or 10
spent last period of work as salaried employees.
Selfemployed until age 35. jj
Salaried employees for entire working life (some " 0Qretired before age 55).
Changed employment status during working life. 22

Never worked (some worked a few years only). 4

Total 100
Number

**"  ■ 1 .' ".,*

8 One son only, among all the children of the respondents in this
study, was reported to be a fanner.
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Two more interesting facts emerge from the data in Table 13:

a. A considerable proportion of the men retired before the usual
retirement age of men in Israel (65). Since all interviewees were at
least 65 years old in the summer of 1984, this trend could not have
^.uu iniLueaced by the present economic recession. It seems that /

attention should be payed to this phenomenon, which may create !

economic and social problems if it proves to be a continuing trend.
b. Twentynine percent of all men had been salaried employees

for all their working lives. This indicates that as early as 45_60 . ■ .

years ago these villages had not been fully agrarian and that some

measure of "modernization" had already set in.
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Chapter 5: HOUSING CONDITIONS AND STANDARD OF LIVING9

This chapter presents a descriptive account of the housing
conditions and standard of living of the study population. Data was

acquired both through the questionnaire and observations conducted by .

theinterv i ewers .

Prevalent housing conditions are described first, including data
on building type, basic housing facilities, physical condition of the
dwelling units, housing density, and types of tenure. Standard of

living  as measured by types of water and home heating methods used, .

types of cooking facilities used, and availability of household
appliances and basic furniture  is discussed next. In both sections,
differences in findings for monogenerational and multigenerational ...
households will be highlighted.

Housing Conditions
Building type

As shown in Table 14, 63% of all households in the sample live in
modern stone or concrete buildings. Thirtyseven percent live in

older structures, usually dwellings which lack indoor toilets and

showers. Twentyfive percent of these structures are of especially
1ow quality: 91 are tin shacks, 103t are single rooms adjacent to a

modern private dwelling, and 6'£ are located in the basements or
cellars of private dwellings.

Table 14 indicates differences in type of building by household
type. Most monogenerational households occupy older buildings, while

This chapter was written by Yaron King. * * v .;,,
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the ^ov^ of multigenerational households occupy modern buildings
which were likely built by the son of the elderly residents.

TaMe 14 : BEiiding_Typei_bJLHouseflold_Typ^^

. Household Type

Building T^e Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Modern stone or gj
concrete << 63

Older buiiding59'^v;,, .. 23 ■■ 3?

Total 1nn 1nn100 100 100
Number 155 .. OC/1iDb 254 ■  . 409

Building type and basic housing facilities

As shown in Table 15, the older buildings exhibit lower standards
with respect to indoor toilets and showers. Most of the modern stone
or ^rete buildings have indoor toilets, while most of the older
buildin^ have outdoor ^ilities. A relatively high percentage of
the older buildi'^ have no such facility at all. The location of
showers Allows the sa.ne Pattern, however a very high proportion of .

01der buildings have no .shower facility at all>
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Table 15 : Location of Toilets and Showers, by Building Type8 (percentages}

... ___ Building Type

Modern stone or concrete Older building
(N = 259) (N = 150)

Toilots
Inside dwelling g3

Outside dwelling q ""

No facility 1 26

Total 100 100

Showers

Inside dwelling 04  ■

'J■^ 15
Outside dwelling ■■: ■ 3 ..

No facility 2
o 1

Total 100 . 100

a Proxy interviews not included.

""""!_^E!_an^_fH^^I",^!!^1!^1!! /™al!}tenance problems

The survey identified a series of maintenance problems, including ■

dampness in walls or ceilings, plumbing problems, and door or window

problems. Among the structural deficiencies noted in the interviews
were lack of tiled floors, lack of plaster or paint on walls, and wall.
cracks.

As indicated in Table 16, the two building types differ by the
extent to which they are characterized by structural deficiencies and

maintenance Probl^s. Only 13* of the elderly residing in modern
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Table 16: Households porting Structural Deficiencies and/or

^^ "J^f^ deficiency *> deficiencies or
^ Problem reported problems reported Total N

Modorn , ., "
*I 100 259 

Older ^n^  6* 100 150

* Proxy interviews not included.

^one 01^0"ete buildings reported at leastone structural ; v

defiCienCy or m^enance Problem compared with 68* of those living
in older buildings. . ., . ...:/: Z"'\ ■..  

Ins y, most of the modern stone or concrete buildings, in
cont * to the older Gildings, include indoor toilets and showers
and are relatively free of ^ctural deficiencies and ,aintenance
problems.

Basic*10"!Jig,facilities
A sie"i"<=a"t ™"cator of housing quality used in this study is

the *tent to which basic facilities (such as toilet, Shower, and

*">""< 1st, and If so, their location relative to the dwelling.
Toilets and showers

AS indiCated in Table 17, 63X of the households surveyed have
filets Seated ithin the dwelling; 37X either use an outdoor
f^Uty or lac, one tirely. Lack of indoor facilities is more

","on a,ao"g ■"o"ogenerationa 'holds, 'nost of which occupy older
bUildin^. Only 44* of the ■nonogenerational households have toilets
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within the dwelling, and onefifth have no toilets at ail.

Tab^ 17: Loj^LiojL^T^le^^

Toilet___■■_ Shower

atio™?^ Multi^r Monogener Multigener
atiOnal ational Total ational ational Total

Inside 44 74 .". . "dwelling 74 63 44 78 65

Outside 37 22  27 on
dwelling _,_.^■ J7 20 11 15 ■

NO facility 19 _ 4 10 36 r1 20

Total 100 100^ 100 " 100 ' 100  100 

Number 167 :^M; 269 167 269 436

Since findings regarding lack of toilets were not expected,
followup questions were not initially included in the survey. At a

later ^age, hoer, the residents without toilets were asked about

the type and l^^ion of the facilities they use. It was learned that
some use pails and that most use the toilets In the homes of children
in close proximity.

The proPortion of households lacking indoor toilets (3756) is much

^gher than that 1^corded in the 1972 Population and Housing Census,
'hich noted that 21* of the "onJewish aged lacked a toilet within
heir dwelling (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1981, p. 176, Table
8D.). This difference may by explained by the focus of this study on

ural areas in particular, which are more likely to lack indoor
oilets. ■h.,
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The findings on showers, also noted in Table 17, are very similar
to those regarding toilets. A much higher percentage of the mono

generational households, however, have no showers.

Sixtyone percent of all households surveyed, as shown in Table
IB, occupy units containing bothto i lots m.l showers; 33'X occupy ,,ni ts
containing no i ther . The di Il'ureiicti.s i ri housi ng quality between 1nono_

generational and multigenerational households is once again clearly
apparent .

Table 18: Location of Toilets and Showers, .. .*
יי by Household Type (Summary Data  percentages)

Household Type

~ "~ Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Toilet and shower 41 72 Qy
within dwelling

1

Toilet or shower only 6 3 . 6
within dwelling
No toilet or shower 53  20 33
within dwelling

Total 100 100 100

Number 167 269 436

Kitchens sr.
.

Most of the households surveyed occupy dwellings having a

separate kitchen (Table 19). Only 14$ lack a separate kitchen or '

other space designated as a cooking area. Once again, differences
appear between the two types of households: more mono than



Itigenerational households lack separate kitchens, a structural
characteristic more common in older buildings.

Household Type

^ _MonoKenPratln.1., l■Hlti ..norational Twtal ;

Separate kitchen :

in dwelling an >

62 86 77 :

Cooking done in 28
another room ^ 9

No kitche^or cooking 10 r~<
area in dwelling 5 14

Total ■  1nn
100  .   100 י 100 

Number 1C'7
167 269 436

Use of washing facilities

As <"<>™ in TaMe 20, 59X of all households surveyed use showers,
while 41* use a ■'""^sin or ink. Use of bathtubs 1S almost non
existent.

Household Type

Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Bathtub
1

Washbasin or sink 56 

Total 1nn
100 ^00 100

Number 1aa
166 269 435
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Considerable differences between the two household types are
apparent. Showers are used more by arultigenerational households, and

washbasins or sinks by monogenerational households. This finding can

be expected in1 Lgh t of previous data which revealed that a higher
j,orocn l^e of;n.K1"jj;..:1K:s\it iona! househol '.b; 1 1 </o> ■/ j 1' I e r bui 1di rigs

which, for the most part, lack indoor showers.
The combined data show that the elderly who claim to have outdoor

showers tend not to use them. They prefer using a washbasin or sink.

Structural deficiencies and maintenance problems

Another aspect of housing conditions is the physical condition
(quality of the physical structure and level of maintenance) of the
dwelling. The types of structural deficiencies and maintenance
problems identified in the survey have been previously noted.

As indicated in Table 21, nearlv threequarters of the households
surveyed occupy dwellings of adequate structural quality and with
adequate levels of maintenance (based on interviewers' observations
and reports by the elderly). However, 28" of the households reported
the presence of structural deficiencies and/or maintenance problems.
As expected, these conditions are more prevalent in monogenerational
households, most of which occupy older buildings. The lower level of
maintenance in units occupied by aronogene rational households may also
be explained by the lack of financial means to make repairs; multi
generational households are likely to have a larger pool of money

available for maintaining dwellings adequately.
The most frequently reported maintenance problem (20X of all

households) was wall dampness during the winter months. The incidence
I
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Table 21: Structural Deficiencies/Maintenance Problems
by_HouSehold Type (percentages) '

..__ Household Type

Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Mof i ri^nri "sand /or 4q
Problems reported *^ ^8

Deficiencies and/or go
problems not reported '8 72

!00J^\__ 141 253 394

of plumbing and other maintenance problems was minimal, as were
structural deficiencies.

Table 22 indicates the percentage of households reporting
sPecific structural deficiencies. The lack of tiled floors and

Plaster^ walls were the most frequently reported (9^^ and 5$ of all
households, respectively). Most of these reports came from mono

^enerati^^ hOUSeholds A lack of tiled floors, for example, was

re9orte<l by 16X of the monogenerational households, compared with 6X

of the multigenerational households.

Combinedindicat■e r_of housing quality
The combined i^icator deludes the location of toilets and

sh™ers and the physical condition of the unit (based on reports and '

observations of structural deficiencies and/or maintenance problems).
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Table 22: Reporting of Structural Deficiencies

" ^ . _ ". . Percentage of
Type of Deficiency Households Reporting

a. Lack of tiled floors g 0

b. Luck oi piaster on *alls or n n
1

c. Conditions a and b " r
d. Cracks in walls 1 "

e. Walls lack paint or need 3 0
new coat of paint

As shown in Table 23, 56% of all households surveyed occupy '' :

dwellings with indoor toilets and showers and without structural ■ 

deficiencies or maintenance problems. Just over half of aH
households, therefore, enjoy basically adequate housing conditions.
Most of these are multigenerational households in which the elderly
live in a household equipped and maintained by a son. Monogener

ational households generally occupy poorer quality housing.

Housing 1nf£g^tructure ~ electricity and running water
Six percent of all households surveyed lack electricity; 5x 1ack 

running water, and 3X lack both electricity and running water. The

lack of one or both of these features is more common to monogener

atio"al households. In particular, they were found to be lacking only
among the older buildings characterized as tin shacks or oneroom
structures (25$ of all old buildings in the sample).
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Table 23: Combined Indicator of Housing Quality,
by Household Type (percentages)

_ Household Type

Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

To! 1:?f./s'1'nv^ r 1n dwol lir.c; 39 q6 "

;io struct.. deficiencies 1'J
or maint. problems.

Toilet/shower in dwelling; at 8 10least one struct. deficiency
or maint. problem.

No toilet or no shower in 3 5
dwelling ;.no struct. ■■■ ■ ■ 4
deficiencies or maint. problems.
No toilet or no shower in 3 2 " 

dwelling; at least one struct. 2
deficiency or maint. problem.
No toilet and no shower in 18 7
dwelling; no struct. 1^
deficiencies or maint. problems.
No toilet and no shower in 29 10
dwelling; at least one struct. 17
deficiency or maint. problem.

Total  100 100 100

Number 142 252 394

Housing density
Another criterion often used to describe housing conditions is

housing density. In the sample, the average number of rooms per
dwellinS is 2.4; the average number of persons per dwelling is 4.1;
and the average housing density, or average number of persons per
room. is 17. An examination of average housing density by household
type indicates a higher average density for multlserierational
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households (2.1) than for monogenerational households (1.3).
As shown in Table 24, the majority of the households surveyed

(63X) occupy dwellings in which the housing density does not exceed
_ two persons per room. However, 15X of all households (all of them

_ multigenerational) have a .lensity of three of more persons per room.

i^vl>^,LC ^r^.uo I Uie elderly living "> muUl^nerational
nousehold.s lack UieLr own bedroom.

Table 24: li2ii£ing_Dei1sit^__bXj^s^o

Number of Persons Per Room

, ?^|ehold Less **an  . Three or
YPe one ll99 22.99 more Total N

Monogenerational 34 cz■, 1(bl 15  100 168
Multigenerational 10 39 27 24 100 271

Total 19 44 oo 1(.** ** 15 100 439

In the 1972 Population and Housing Census (p. 174, Table 17D), a

housi"g density of three or more persons per room characterized 34*

Of the nonJewish aged ho^eholds, a much higher percentage than that
found in this study. Although reasons for this difference are
uncertain, one Possible influence on housing density aray be

differences in building policy between urban and rural areas.
Limitations on vertical and horizontal expansion of dwelling units are
1"ore common in urban areas,
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Types of tenure

Ownership of the dwelling is the most common form of tenure in
Israel; it is also the most common form among the study population.
According to the 1978 Housing Conditions Survey, 6S'S of nonJewish
household hoadn a.^ed nS and oldor ownod t'7"<  dvn] 1 in^ (Central
Curwau uL oialislics, 1HK0, p. 81, Table??J ■ Although this study was

based on a rural rather than urban sample, the data reflect a very
similar trend.

As shown in Table 25, most dwellings are owned by their elderly
residents, and a significant minority are owned by the family  most

often the son  of the elderly. In contrast to Jewish households
in urban areas, renting as a mode of tenure among the study population
is almost nonexistent.

Table 25: Types of Tenure, by Household Type (percentages)

Household Type

Tenure TyPe Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Owned by elderly 71 65 ""_" 6?

Owned by family of 28 elderly"י' JJ 31

Rented f n
x 2 2

Total 100 100 100 

Number **I 250 401
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Standard of Living

. Existence of household equipment and facilities is often USed

an an indicator of standard of living. The survey used in this study
™ted prevalence rates for a wide range of items.

Water_ heating methods

^h] ** indict,U. U ,o^rn^ tar ^^,j r.u:LKr.Los arc used
by "early 70X of the multigenerational households; in about twothirds
of the ™nogenerational households, no such facilities have been

installed This difference reflects both differences in financial
"<ea"s available (son's income versus father's income) and differences
in building type (in some older buildings, no such facility can be
safely installed) .  . .  

Table26 : lilejLJiejiti^^^ ,^byjlouseholdjryge,^

. ... J^ousehold Type

Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Solar heater or 23electricity 52 . 40

Othera rn
60 31 42

Combination of 1 2
methods 17 16

Do not heat water c
5  2 

Total 1 חח 100""י 100 100 .

NUmber 166 269 435

* Gas b,urne^' alcohol/kerosene burners, orwood fueled devices.
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Home heating methods

 In both monogenerational and multigenerational households, wood

is the primary means of heating the dwelling (Table 27). It is the
traditional method, and costs nothing. Many multigenerational
households, v/iin/1 are more affluent, h\vr turned to kerosene, sa3

uur,j,,r*, or"*Uor.rLeity . A .small percentage of all households (mostly
monogenerational) do not heat their dwellings.

Table 27: Home Heating Methods, by Household Type (percentages)

Household Type

TyPe of Fuel Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

Wood only 57 47 51

Wood, in addition to 6 13
other means 11

Kerosene, gas, or 25 37 "1electricity Ji
Do not heat unit 12 3

Total 100 100 100

Number 141 258 399

Cooking facilities

In the maJority of both types of households, cooking is done with
gasfueled facilities (81X of monogenerational and S^ of multigener
atiQnal households). Electric stoves are used by only 2% of all
households Those without modern facilities (1956 of monogenerational
and ^י of multigenerational households) use alcohol or kerosene wicker
burners, and some cook their meals by use of wood fueled facilities,
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as was traditionally done. Differences in use of facilities by

household type are most likely due to differences in financial means.

Household appliances

The data presented in Ta b 1 e 28 indicate that , when measured /jy

possession of various household appliances, the overall standard of
living of the elderly in monogenerational households is lower than
that of the elderly who reside with their children.

Table 28:* Possession of Household Appliances,
by Household Type (percentages)

Household Type

MonogenerationalMulti generational Total

Electric heatinga 21 3Q 30
stove

Kerosene heatinga 30 42 37
stove

Refrigerator 66 90 81

Cooking stove 16 39 3q

Washing machine 17 42 03

Radio 46 79 66

Television.. . 27 76  57 '

Total number of 168 269 437 \
households . ן

The proportion of people who have electric or kerosene heating
stoves is hicher than the proportion who use them (Table 27).
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Some of the data for monogenerational households is striking.
Onethird manage without a refrigerator; 83X have no washing machine,
and less than onethird have their own television set. These

 deficiencies are often compensated for, however, as shown in other
parts of this report. Many elderly living alone receive precooked
food rrom their childror,; 1'?n.:", they have lilUc n..,i for
refrigerators. Children are also a source of help with laundry, and

those who own televisions may satisfy their parents' desire to view
television.

Generally, Table 28 shows that the standard of living of the
rural Arab population is lower than that of the entire nonJewish

population of Israel, For example, 9^ of the nonJewish population 

have a refrigerator, 44X a washing machine, and 83X a television set
Centra! Bureau of Statistics, 1985, pp. 31011, Table XI/24).

Basic furniture

Table 29 shows that M of all households surveyed lack a clothes
closet, m lack chairs, and 26% lack a table. The lack of this
furniture may not be strictly due to lack of funds, but may reflect
differences in lifestyle and cultural influences as wen.

The lack of basic furniture is more common among monogenerational
households, where the elderly may maintain nore traditional lifestyles .

1^ped by cultural norms and customs that do not demand the fur'niture
of a ™dem household. The higher prevalence of such items in
mul tigenerational ho^eholds is generally due to the more modern ;

lifestyle and higher standard of living of the children with whom the
elderly share a home
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Table 29: *2S£e^on_of_Basi£j^n^^

. Household Type

Monogenerational Multigenerational Total

C/nt/,0? r/osot 81 93 g9

Chairs 80 92 88

Table 59 84 74

Total 168 269 437

Summary

In addition to describing the existing housing conditions of the
sample population, this copter portrayed the standard of living
maintained by the households surveyed. The selected indicators of
housing quality included:

I. Building type occupied.

2 Quality of the dwelling unit, as measured by the presence and
relative location of basic housing facilities.

3. Physical condition of the unit, as measured by the extent of
structural deficiencies and the level of maintenance.

Overall standard of living was determined by the existence and

types of various items of household equipment, such as water .and home

heating facilities, cooking facilities, household appliances, and
basic furniture.

The majority of households surveyed occupy modern stone or
concrete structures, almost all of which are in adequate physical
condition and incorporate both indoor toilets and showers. Most of
the multigenerational households occupy such buildings. Most
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monogenerational households, by contrast, live in older buildings. As

a result of deficiencies associated with this building type, the
housing conditions of monogenerational households were rated as lower.

A higher proportion of mono^nerational households occupy

■' ./■:I lings lacking lui. l.;Ls i'1<i/or showers, with >si >jnif icant "umber

lacking even outdoor facilities. In addition, more monogenerational
households lack separate kitchen facilities.

Although the physical conditions of most of the dwellings were

Judged to be adequate, about onefifth of the households reported
structural deficiencies and/or maintenance problems. As expected,
such problems tend to occur more among monogenerational households.

In summary, it is important to note that just over half of all
households 3"™eyed in under basically adequate houses. They occupy

dwellings which have both indoor toilets and showers and which lack
structural deficiencies or maintenance problems. These conditions,
however, vary by household type: twothirds of the multigenerational
households, compared with about onethird of the monogenerational
households, enjoy such conditions.

Regarding standard of living, it was found that elderly living
with children (whose standards of living are often higher than that of

their parents) are on a higher level than elderly residing a1one. For _

instance, fewer monogenerat Lonal households make use of modern water
heating and cooking facilities; they also possess fewer appliances
and less furniture.

The differences in standard of living between the two household
types can be attributed to several factors, including the financial
means available to each and building type. Both can either facilitate
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or restrict installation of more modern household facilities.
Differences in lifestyle nay also be a factor. Elderly living alone
tend tO maintain a lifestyle shaped by traditional cultural norms and

Customs Multinational households, by contrast, reflect a more
modern 1 if estvl n Sof h, /..,., ,;,:>>,, . , ,>' ■■ K'1  ■.;./ iron wi. L11 whom Lhe e i :/erI y / ivG.

* /
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Chapter 6: HEALTH10

The health condition of the study population was investigated
by using measures of Physical health, such as prevalence of sensory
impairments and oral health Problems, and by selfevaluation of
U^^lLh. iu ^'1'iULon, measures of functional health, such as mobility
and iancUan^l ability levels related to performance of selfcare and

phy^icH.1 activities, were used; these measures are based on self
reports by the elderly surveyed.

The second section of the chapter will focus on the housebound

(including bedridden) elderly, including data on the extent of their
contact with specific health services. The final section will include
data on the extent and type of health insurance coverage and the
extent of contact with Kupat Holim (sick fund) clinics.

Measures of Health Condition
Mobility level

As indicated in Table 30, 77?" of the elderly surveyed are
ambulatory, 165& housebound, and 71 bedridden. The housebound and

bedridden thus represent a significant minority of the study
population.

In a 1982 national survey of the elderly, 10X of the Jewish
elderly were found to be housebound and n bedridden (Central Bureau

Of Statistics, 1985, Table 2, p. 38). Therefore, compared with the '

national study  which employed similar working definitions  the
study population includes a much higher proportion of both housebound
and bedridden elderly.

This chapter was written by Yaron King.
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Table30 :Sej^repor^edJloM 1ityj^ve^^by^j^^nds e x (percentages)

Limited in
Mobile3■ Outdoor Mobility13 Houseboundc Bedriddend Total N

ifaTes  ~  .

35fJ9 73 17 1n

'01A 63 25 8 4 100 73

'579  55 20 9 6 100 69

0+ 29 42 21 8 100 72
Total 54 29 1O

> ^ 12 5 100 266

emales

569 42 45 9 4 100 55

074 37 44 19  100 84

^79 24 44 22 10 100 41

0+ 8 39 29 24 100 72

Tot^ 28 43 20 9 100 252

ales and^es_ 41 36 16 7 100 518

n^ta^^^f"^^^0^ outside the hoare without assistance and without

Able to walk both in and outside the home without assistance but limited
to a radius of 200 meters from the home. ' lm1ted

Cannot 1^v\home without assistance (for at least one month) but can
walk in the home without assistance. a; Dut can

w^oufas^anS. Wh6elChair (for at least one month) and cannot "aU
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Table 30 shows that mobility level tends to decrease with
increasing age among both men and women. This finding is similar to
those found in studies of the urban Jewish elderly population in
Israel , both at the national level (Weihl et al . , 1970) and community

level ( Cohen and Morton sto i n , 1 97R ; Zi ] bcrstfi n Oi al 1031)

Taol e30 11^0i n<i icatos that a higher proportion of women than
men are housebound or bedridden, and that with increasing age, the
proportion of bedridden persons increases more dramatically among

women than among men. This trend was also noted in the study

conducted by Weihl et al . (1970). The proportion of women who are
fully mobile (without distance limitation) is considerably lower than
the corresponding proportion of men, a difference that begins to
appear in the 6569 age cohort.

Functional ability

Functional ability is measured by the ability to perform various
activities of daily living without assistance. The activities used in
this study included personal care tasks, such as dressing and

showering/bathing, and activities associated with ambulatory capacity,
such as walking outside and negotiating stairs. Bedridden elderly
were excluded from this portion of the survey.

Table 31 indicates that the proportion of elderly who cannot
perform these tasks without help increases with age, a trend also
found in other surveys (Weihl et al., 1970; Central Bureau of
Statistics, 1985). An examination of data for the total study
population reveals that the activities requiring the greatest need for
assistance are negotiating stairs, walking outdoors, and getting on

and off a bus. A smaller proportion of elderly require ays !stance in
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Table 31: Need for Assistance with Activites of Daily Living,
by Age and Sex (percentages)8;

Males Females Total

n rose; 7 n '1;/un iros■^ i n rr

>'0T>G'.t 1 4 1

7074 3 11 7

7579 7 17 10

80+ 19 31 28

Total*. 8 15 11

Showering/bathing t~

6569 6 ^ 8 7 :

7074 4 14 9

7579 10 20 14

80+ 27 37 32

Total 12 19 15

Putting on socks

6569 4 4 4

7074 2 10 6

7579 5 17 . 9

80+ 19 33 25

Total 7 15 11

Going up/down stairs ■

6569 10 12 9

7074 16 24 17

7579 23 29  25

80+ 27 43 34

Total" 13 27 20
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Table 31, continued

Males Females Total

Getting on/off_bus

6569 8 ~ 1(5 12

'*.' ' J o .a 17

7579 10 31 18

80+ י 30 45 37

Total 13 29 21
Walking outside

65G9 10 20 15

7074 7 28 19

7579 15 23 18

80+ 29 44 36

Total 15 29 21

a Bedridden excluded.

personal care tasks. The major sources of assistance for the
incapacitated are the spouse or other members of the family; the few

incapacitated elderly who have no family are assisted by neighbors.
An examination of functional ability level by sex reveals that in

almost every age cohort, for each of the activities listed, moer women 

than men require assistance. This trend was also noted in the studies .

c L ted above.

Selfevaluation of health
Respondents were asked to rate their health as very good, good,

fair, Poor, or very poor . For the purpose of data analysis, their
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responses were merged into three categories: good, fair, or poor.
The primary goal of the data analysis was to determine the extent to
which demographic, socioeconomic, and health variables influence
selfevaluation of health.

T~bIc J>1 iiiJic.iLo* lhj.1 only 2S* oi cue ■study population rate
Ujuir h^lth as ■^jo.\ . !i!y distribution of responses L.s quite similar
to that of the Jewish elderly in Israel reported by weihl et al>

(1970). More men than women reported good health, a trend that
corresponds to those sported by Weihl and by Shanas et al. (1980), in
a study <^f elderly in Britain, Denmark, and the u.S. ■ ■

Table 32: Selfevaluation of Healt^J3y_Se^j^rQ£ntae^)

Good Fair Poor Total N

Males 29 35 36 100 248

Female 16 39 45 100 231

Total 23 37 40 100 479

A significant relationship was found between age and self
evaluation of health (Table 33). The perceived quality of health
steadily declines with age, but among the oldold cohort (ages80 and 

01der) the evaluations become considerable more negative. The higher
prevalence mobility and functional limitations among the oldold (See

Tables 30 and 31) may account for this decline in selfassessment of /

health.  .:
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Table 33: Selfevaluation of Health, By Age (percentages)

Good or Fair Poor Total N

6569 67 33 100 102
7074 ן/ף. .<s ,.,

';)V.' 02 3S 100 101

80+ 47 53 100 124

x2 = 1118 d.f. = 3 p < 0.02

A significant relationship was also found between self
assessments of economic situation and selfevaluation of health. 11
Table 34 shows that a high rating of current economic situation is
associated with a more positive health rating; those who rated their
economic situation as poor also tended to rate their health as poor.
The same significant trend was found in the relationship between
income level and selfevaluation of health. Greater financial means

:"ay expand the number of healthrelated resources available to the
elderly. In addition, higher income may be associated with more

optimistic attitudes toward health, as well as toward other aspects of
life.

"^T^oTlloT^ to rate their current >co"o,"tc tuation a
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Table 34: SelfEvaluation of Health,
by Selfassessed Ecomomic Situation (percentages)

Evaluation of Health
Assessment of
Economic Situation Good Fair Poor Total ;/

Good 48 33 10 100 104

Fair 19 44 37 100 230

Poor 12 29 59 100 143

Total 23 37 40 100 477

x2 = 67.85 d.f. = 4 p < .001

Since low income is associated with and is possibly a consequence
of low level of education, a relationship between level of education

and selfevaluation of health could be expected. As shown in Table
35 , lack of school ing is associated with low selfevaluation of

health.

Table 35: Selfevaluation ofHealth , by Educational Level (percentages)

Evaluation of Health

Educational Level Good Fair Poor Total N

No formal education 18 37 45 100 294

14 years of schooling 32 39 29 100 96

516 years of schooling 31 32 37 100 87

Total 23 37 40 100 477

x2 , 14.84 d.f = 4 p < .01
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Thus far, it has been shown that several socioeconomic variables
are significantly related to selfevaluation of health. A significant
relationship was also found between selected health variables, such as
mobility level and chewing problems, and selfevaluation of health
(Tables 36 and 37).

Table 36: Selfevaluation of Health, by Mobility Level (percentages)

_Evaluation of Health
Mobility Level Good Fair poor Total N

Mobile 47 40 13 100 206

Limited in outdoor 8 45 47 100 179
mobility

Housebound/bedridden  14 86 100 94

Total 23 37 40 100 479

x2 = 197.90d .f . = 4 p < .001

Table 37: Selfevaluation of Health, by Reported Existence
of Chewing Problems (percentages)

Evaluation of Health

Good Fair Poor Total _ N

Reported chewing problems 17 34 49 100 241

Did not report chewing 29 41 30 100 235
problems

Total f 23 37 40 100 476

x2 = 19.03d.f . = 2 p < .001
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Table 38 summarizes the results of the bivariate analysis. The

gamma coefficient is also included and points to the strength of the
relationship between paired variables.

Table \Y6: Su.n.nary oi Bivariate Analysis : Se L t'eval uation oi
ilua 1th Pairedwi lhS 1: 1tjcIu d I udepuiiueii IVa 1ia b 1ut>

Chisquare Test Value of the
Independent variables significance (P) level gamma coefficient

ASep<. 02 not available
Self assessment of p < .001 ,4q5
economic situation

Selfreported p < .01 .225
income level

Educational level p < .01 .214

Mobility level p < .001 .804
Chewing problems p < .001 .321

It appears that the strongest relationship is that of mobility
level and selfevaluation of health. Another health variable,
existence of chewing problems, significantly influences self
evaluation of health. Among the socioeconomic variables examined,
the effect of selfassessment of economic situation on selfevaluation*
of health is particularly noticeable.

In a study of a national sample of Jewish elderly by Azaiza
(1984), the extent to which health and socioeconomic variables
influence selfevaluation of health was examined by multivariate
analysis. The relationship between health variables and self
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evaluation of health was shown to be stronger than the relationship
between socioeconomic variables and the dependent variable.

Sensory impairments

Problems of vision and hearing, the two areas examined in this
study , increase with age amon^ the study population (Table .3.9).

Table 39: Reported Hearing and Vision Problems, byJ#e_(Pe£cej1 taxes)

_ Type of Problem
ASe *" Hearing Vision

6569 21 '~ ' 49

7074 27 44

7579 37 64

80+ 51 65

Total 34 55

Visual impairment

Fiftyfive percent of the elderly reported vision difficulties;
about onethird of them (1956 of the total study population) use

eyeglasses. Thus, 36X of the elderly are aware of vision problems but.
do not use eyeglasses, despite the likely need for them. The main

reasons given for not having eyeglasses were lack of money to purchase
them and "no need" for them. Less frequently cited reasons were

embarrassment over using eyeglasses and the feeling the they would be

of no help. .. ■■ . ■,*

Twentyone percent of the total study population use eyeglasses.
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This proportion is very low compared with that of Jewish elderly
studied by Weihl et al . ( 1970, Part I) , 73% of whom were found to use
eyeglasses. The same proportion was found in a survey conducted by

Davies et al . , ( 1979, p. 21 Table 10 ) in a Jerusalem neighborhood .

Thoro art si"/c r.1 / ■1 p;1.1 r>■./? t r o a s o n s forC1 " I ■j w ><■;■■ ■ <f !'.':.4.lasGcs

in the study population. Illiterate people are not likely to need

eyeglasses unless they do handicraft work, and the proportion of

illiterate persons in the study population is very high (see Table 3).
Responses to various openended questions on leisure time and

household activities, moreover, reveal that handicrafts or needlework
are rarely done. Quite a few respondents mentioned embarrassment over
having to wear glasses, a feeling that appears to characterize the
younger generation as well. The cost of eyeglasses appears to be of
minor importance as an explanatory factor for their nonuse.

Hearing impairment

. Thirtyfive percent of the elderly reported hearing problems; 2X

of them use a hearing aid. Weihl et al. (1970) noted that the
percentage of Jewish elderly who reported using a hearing aid was 6X.

Table 40 clearly indicates that, as with eyeglasses, there is a

high level of resistance to using a hearing aid.

Oral health problems

Sixtyone percent of the total study population reported having
dentures; nearly onequarter of them claimed that their dentures were

not in good condition A similar percentage of Jewish elderly who

reported having dentures was cited by Wei hi et al. (1970).
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Table 40: Reported Hearing Impairment,by.Jlig_21.Hearing_Aid_( percentages)

Reported hearing impairment8

Use a hearing aid 2

Do not use ( e 1 a i m not. to need ) ,]!

Do not use (due to lack of money) 41

Do not use (reasons unknown) 12

Total  100
Number jgj

Proxy interviews were excluded from the data. Half of the elderlyinterviewed via proxies were deaf.

The high percentage of denture wearers indicates that the study
>opulation attaches more importance to the acquisition and use of
entures than to that of hearing aids or eyeglasses, even though the
ost of dentures may be relatively high. This is probably due to the
asic need to eat .solid foods. In addition, sociocultural factors
hich encourage use of dentures may account for the high proportion of
sers .

Fiftyone percent of the elderly reported chewing problems.
ince over half of this group (55$) use dentures, these dentures may

ot be in good condition. Those who reported chewing problems but" did

3t have dentures cited lack of money as the main reason for not
irchasing them. Other reasons, cited much less frequently, were no

?ed for dentures. poor condition of gums, and objection to wearing .

in tares .

Sixtyeight peroant of the elderly reported having had a dental
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checkup, though threequarters of them had not visited a dentist in
the past four years. Thirtytwo percent had never had their teeth
professionally decked. In one of the villages included in the study,
82* of the elderly had never had a dental checkup.

*MKhtytwo percent nf thn" .vho have dentures, eo^ar^l .viLh 53S

of those who ■lo not, had had a dental checkup. ilov^r, Liiese two

groups did not differ with regard to the date of their last dental
checkup; the majority in both groups had not seen a dentist in the
past four years.

ilgM'reported changes in health condition
The elderly were asked: "In the past five years, have any

changes taken place in your health, mood, or general state of mind?".
Sixtyseven percent responded affirmatively.

Age and sex of the respondents were not found to significantly
influence their reports of changes in health condition. However, this
variable is significantly affected by religious affiliation.
Considerably more Moslems reported changes than did Christians and

Druze (Table 41). These differences may be attributed to differences
in the health, socioeconomic, or lifestyle characteristics of
Moslems, as opposed to Christians and Druze.

Housebound Elderly and Their Contact with _Health_Services
The housebound (including bedridden) elderly, who make up 23X of

the study population, have the greatest need for assistance and

services. As mentioned previously, this is a higher percentage than
that noted in the Jewish elderly population (Central Bureau of
Statistics, 1985). One Possible explanation is the age structure of
the study population; about onehalf are ages 75 and older. The
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?able^l . ^ported Changes in Health Condition in the^LlJ^JL^rj^bj^ligU^^

changes report changes Total N

~ M0'10:n 7'3 ■^ 100 28S
Christian and Druze co

bJ 47 100 190
Total ifv

67 33 100 478

x2 = 28.1 d.f. = 1 P < .001 """

.,_ co.paratively high Pportion of bedridden Persons (71, compared with ■

tr in the Jewish aged population) may be due in part to the relative
lack of institutional arrangements or financial means to secure
institutional placement, if such an option exists.12

Over half (5656) of the housebound elderly have been so for four
years or re, while only 5? ported that they had become housebound
within the past six months.

In an oPe"ended Ration, the housebound were asked to state the
reasons for their current health condition. Most cited multiple
hOalth Proble the ™st Sequent of which were general weakness 

)5^(. leg frac^re or other leg Problems (2956), vision problems
W<1>) , and Joint Problems (20X). Ten percent of the housebound (256 

of the total studyP^^tion) , including Proxy interviews, claimed to.
suffer from states of disorientation or confusion.
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Fortytwo percent of the housebound live alone, and 58% reside
with children, Surprisingly, the proportion of housebound elderly
living alone is higher than that of mobile elderly living alone (4256,

compared with 30'S). Although it may be assumed that the housebound

;l1'J1 ' *■1o * uitjlirisk tjroup with u.i.n.jl. 'wj.Hs for assistance,
^hU i: not the case for lu" rural Arab elderly population. Most of
them benefit from the informal support and assistance of their
children, who often live in close proximity (see Chapter 8).

The housebound elderly were asked when they had last been visited
by a Physician. Thirtyeight Percent stated that they had received a

visit in the last ™nth, 20* more than a month but less than three
months ago, and 42X over three months ago. Onethird of the house
bound (but not bedridden), compared with onehalf of the bedridden,
had been visited by a physician within the last month.

The housebound were also asked if they received visits from a

nurse from either Kupat Holim or another health service organization.
The majority (81*) did not. Of the remaining 19*, only 356 reported
receiving regular visits by a nurse.

Focusing specifically on the bedridden elderly, 44'S receive
visits by a nurse, but only onefifth of these visits occur regularly. 

According to Kupat Holim Procedures, the bedridden are to be under the
constant supervision of a "urse. It is thus apparent that some of the .

bedridden elderly are not receiving a service to which they are
entitled and which is required.

AlthouSh the need for and frequency of visits by health care
^rovlde1s ■nay depend on the condition of the elderly, the fact remains
that 353^ of the bedridden elderly were last visited by a physician
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over three ■"onths ago, and 56% are not visited by a nurse. The health
service system, therefore, may not be meeting the entire range and
level of existing need for services.

Health Insurance_and_^11pat_[fn1 irrj

'j^tlth insurance

Nearly all the elderly surveyed (99%) are covered by health
insurance. Threequarters are Partially covered by the National
Insurance Institute's income supplement program, and the reminder are
fully insured.

Almost 97<h of the insured are members of the Kupat Holim of the
General Federation of Labor (Histadrut). The remainder are insured'
through other sick funds.

Extent of contact with Kupat Holim services
Most of the elderly (94St) turn to Kupat Holim doctors when the

need for medical care arises. Of this group, about onefifth turn to
V^*te physicians as well. Six Percent of the study population
depend solely on the services of a private Physician. Therefore, a

significant min^ity of the study population use the services of

Priv^te physicians, although proportions vary by village.

.t
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Chapter 7: THE STRUCTURE OF INTERGENERATIONAL CONTACTS

Geographical Distribution of Children

The Arab rural family was a fertile one half a century ago.
Sixtytwo Percent of the elderly residents S'1rvoyo<l have ■no re than six
:'ij 11Jrי' ;י )Table ■VA) . Most of these children (H3ci of all sons and GHZ

of all daughters) live in the village in which they were born,
demonstrating the patrilocal and endogamous qualities of this
society. o Sons marry and stay in their native villages unless they
emmigrate to another country or, in very rare instances, their
academicandr.professional goals cannot be pursued in the village or
its surroundings. Some daughters marry men from other villages and

therefore relocate, but more than 60X of the daughters in all six
tillages investigated live in the village in which they were born.

1able 42: Geographical Distribution ofChildren , by Sex (percentages)

Proximity of Children
fex of Live in Live in another Live in
:hlldren village location in Israel another country Total N

ale 88 66 . 100 1411

emale 68 29 3 100 1294

Total 78 18 4 100 2705

S The same principles prevailed in the older generation. Most of
the sample population were born in the villages they lived in when
mterviewo.1. Nearly all of those born elsewhere were women
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The concentration of most children in the same locality  even
though not all of the villages are small  largely determines the
structure of intergenerational contacts.

Contact _wi t h Cliil d ren _No t Livi nj_w i t h aק rents
Only a very small proportion of all aged persons had not seen at

least one child not living with them during the week preceding the
interview. In fact, most of them had seen many of their children
during that Period. This proportion  over 90S  of persons who

have frequent contact with children is higher than that of both the
entire Jewish population and different sections thereof (Weihl, l971);
it is apparently the highest percentage recorded in which this
indicator of intergenerational contact was used.

In general the data indicate that the overwhelming majority of
rural Arab aged have ongoing daily contact with many of their children
'™d grandchildren who do not live with them. A very small group of
aged  not more than five to six percent  claims to see children
infrequently (had not seen a child for more than two months) and

attributes this lack of contact to "bad relations" or "lack of
interest to see children", or states that the children live far away

)although some of these children live in the same locality).

InternsQ* .Ijntgrgenerational Visiting
Information on this subject was obtained from a number of

questions. The general impression, again, is that intergenerational
interaotLon is Sequent  about 50* of the older generation visit
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their children often, 29X visit sometimes, and 2Vt> hardly ever.14
Nearly 80X answered the question, "On what specific occasions do your

children visit you?" thus: 1'No specific occasions or reasons; they
visit daily (or always('' or "My son drops in nearly every day". About

00"0 named sons and the same proportion na.ned daughters amon.'; M1(,i r
v 1 s 1 tor.■; c/ur/.j^ Uiowe ok; preceding tiiu L111.MWLe,v ; 7 17, ,:i;;,1i.ion, si

grandchildren.

The impression gained from looking at these findings is that
intergenerational contact occurs mainly in the homes of the aged and

is initiated by the second and third generation. The data on

intergenerational support in monogenerational households (see Chapter
8) strongly underline this impression: children, or members of their
families (grandchildren, inlaws), constantly visit their aged
relatives to do all kinds of household chores. This pattern of
children visiting parents more than parents visiting children
resembles that found among Jewish aged of Near Eastern (Islamic)
origin (Weihl, 1980).

Visits of Parents to children are, obviously, affected by the
functional capacity of the parents  the less mobile aged visit
children infrequently and mostly on specific occasions only, such as
=<'■'i.W.s , marriages, deaths, illness, or religious holidays. This
association between mobility and visiting explains the finding that
age of Parent is related to the degree to which parents visit their
children  functional incapacity increases with age.

^ ^weihl f 1"asO)? are very similar to those found among Jewish aged
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Visits of Parents to children are significantly related to income

of Parents: Sequent visits are more prevalent among parents with
comparatively Highne (Table 43), irrespective of sex. This
finding, too, is similar to that for the Jewish elderly in Israel
reported by Wei hi (1980(.  

Table 43: Parents' Visits to Children, by ome Level gL^arents_Jpercentages2

Frequency ofVisits to Children

Income Level nftpn Seldom________ uizen or never Total n   

High a*
64 36 100 117

Low a,p
54 100 313

Total 57Dl 49 100 430

x = 538 df = l P < 0.05

Research on the Jewish aged (Weihl , 1980) showed that visits of
parents to CulCren are affected by the parents' level of formal
education. No such relationship was found in this ■study, probably
because few of the elderly had more than six years of schooling.
Like' reli^ous affiltion was not found to affect patterns of .

parents1 visits to children.

As stated, visits of children to parents are very frequent.
^ghty P^ent of the respondents reported that at least one of their
ch^" visits the", ^aily" or "always". About ^ stated that they
had been:v UUed ^ , d/or daughters, and/or grandchildren
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during the week preceding the interview. The data on intrafamilial
support reveals that 3Q1 of persons in monogenerational households are
assisted daily in household maintenance tasks by a member of a child's
family. Obviously, such assistance involves the visit of this helper
to the aged person's home.

Visits ol children to parents are affected by the mnnber Of_'" 

children: the higher the number of children, the higher the
probability that at least one child visits the parents frequently
(Table 44).

Table 44: * Visits of Sons and Visits of Daughters in the Week
Preceding the Interview, by Number of Children (percentages)

Sons Daughters
Did not Visited Did not Visited
visit Parent parent Total N visit parent parent Total N

Number of
Dhildren

1^ 41 59 100 215 50 50 100 215

7+ 22 78 100 232 33 67 100 232

Total 31 69 100 447 41 59 100 447

x2 = 932 x2 = 6.3
df: 1 df: 1

P < 0.0l p < 0.02

Table 44 seems to indicate that more aged persons are visited by

ons than by daughters. While this may be true, it is important to
ote that 32$ of all daughters, compared with 12" of all sons, have 
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left the parents' village.
Parents' sex, level of formal education, and level of income do

not affect childrens' visits to parents, as reported by parents.
By crosstabulating the two variables  children visiting parents

and parents v Lsi ti rig children  a new variable was constructed,
describing pa. t !.or■,.:; o f i.mtual visiting. The distribution or this
variable (Table 45) again reflects the intensity of intergenerational
contact. Fortyeight percent of all parents visit children often and

are visited by the;n "constantly".15 Thus, half of the population
reporta ^twodirectional , highly intensive interaction, while only 19X

report a twodirectional yet nonintensive interaction.
Patterns of mutual visiting are affected by the degree of

mobility (Table 45) and level of income of parents (Table 46).
Intensive mutual visits are more frequent among ambulatory elderly,
compared with those whose capacity to move about is .restricted.
Consequently, the third pattern  children visiting constantly,
parents infrequently  increases in volume among those whose capacity
is restricted. This indicates the existence of a kind of compensatory

mechanism: when parents' capacity to move about decreases, the
intensity of children's visits increases.

Table 46 shows that two patterns of mutual visiting are affected
by income of parents, though in opposite directions: constant mutual
visiting, the most intensive pattern of interaction, is more frequent
among high income parents, while the pattern of children's constant

5 Expressed in answers such as: We see the children "always" ,

"daily", constantly," "on no special occasions"; or "They drop inall the time", etc.
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Table45 . Mutuaj_Visiting Patterns,byJMobiUty _qf_Parents (percentages)

Children visit Parents visit
Constant Occasional constantly, constantly,
mutual mutual parents children

Mobil 1 ty visits visits occasional ly occasional iv Total v '

Fully mobile 66 12 17 5 100 188

Restricted 40 .29 oo _mobility 22 32 6 100 158

Housebound 19 25 51 4 1nn RV
( incl . bedridden) 4 100 67

Total 43 . 1 q OQ _
1^ 28 5 100 413

"able 46: Two Types of Mutual Visiting Patterns,
by__Level ofIncome_of ^Parents (percentages)

Children visit
constantly,Constant Other parents Other

mutual visiting Patterns Total N occasionally Patterns Total N

ncome
evel

.37 63 100 115 40 60 100 115

edium 48 52 100 176 26 74  100 ' 176
±Sh 63 37 100 115 21 79 100  U5
Total 49 51 100 406 28 72 100 406

X2 = 14■82 ■ x2 = 10.44
df: 2 df: 2

: . ■■■ p < 0.ooi p < 0.001
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visits/parents' occasional sits is more frequent low income parents.
These findings are in line with those presented in Table 43 on

Pints' visits to children: those who visit often have higher
incomes.

These data on the structure of intergenerational contacts show

^ " contact between וי'1י 1. > 1H ,U^.lr: ,Y, do not live with them Ls

fre^uent as well as in^nsive. The parents' home is the usual place
of c™tact. Parents visit children too, but this pattern of

intergenerational contact is dependent on income: Parents whose

1"come is low tend to visit children infrequently, but they are
compensated for by frequent visits of children.
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Chapter 8: INTERGENERATIONAL SUPPORT

The flow of intergenerational support, though twodirectional, is
not symmetric: in cases where the generations live apart from one

another , more ch i Idren provide help to parents than parents to
children ( Tab J e 47 ) . Tti is assy.net ry i s notsuroris in!_1 , since parents
living alone need children's help more than those who use the services
of their children' s households. In light of this basic difference, it

was surprising to find that A.A% of parents who do live with children
receive help from children not living with them.

Table 47: Flow of Intergenerational Support, by
Household Type ^percentages)

Type of Househo Id
Direction of Support Flow Monogenerational Multi generational

Parents to children 22 32

Children to parents 61 44

Comparisons with data on the Jewish population ( Weihl , 1980) are
of doubtful validity, since those data were collected over a decade

ago when the economic situation was very di f f erent , and since they

were obtained from a population ages 70+, older than the Arab

population investigated here. The comparison data may, nevertheless,
indicate two basic differences between the populations. First, the
volume of help flowing from children to aged parents in the Arab rural
population is much greater than that in the Jewish population.
Secondly , considerably more Jewish aged pa re 11 ts 1 Lvi ng in
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monogenerational households (41^) extend some support to their
offspring.

The following analysis of intergenerational support is 'cased on

responses to two types of questions. The first inquired whether
cin J drin or pariiii Us iisua I Ly extend help to the other generation
(without specifying the type of help), and the other was a series of
questions on speci. fie areas of help.

Table 47 shows that many parents in both types of liouseholds
clai.ia to be helped by children . It was expected that this flow of
support vmild be Influenced by age of parent and by indices of health .

and functional capacity, but the data did not bear out this hypo

thesis, which was based on findings for the Jewish population (Weihl,
1971, 1980). These relationships were expected in monogenerational
households especially, because the declining functional capacity of
elderly living alone brings about the need for assistance from the
"outside", i.e. , from children or from statutory services.

The lack of relationship between health indices and help of
children to parents living in monogenerational households may be due

to the fact that the proportion of parents helped by children by far
exceeds the proportion of Incapacitated parents. Table 47 shows that
6^ of parents in this household type receive help from children16.
The proportion of housebound (including bedridden) is 22^ Another

20$ need help with negotiating stairs, 1^ need help with dressing,
'i

These data are corroborated by another question in the survey .
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and 15* need help with washing themselves.17 Given these data on

functional incapacity, it is difficult to imagine why more than half
of all persons in monogenerational households would need help with
household maintenance activities. It therefore seems that the supply
of help fir eat 1 yekcood ..=; the demand ( i.o. , th" וןיי'י'ו' . Further .?vidonc c

וי' r.h 1 s will be presen ted later in t h i. s chapter .

There are indications that religious affiliation may affect the
flow of help from children to parents who live in monogenerational
households. More Moslem (49X) than Christian (36X) parents in both
household^types mentioned being customarily helped by children, but
this difference is not statistically significant. Although the lesser
degree of assistance among Christians may be due to cultural norms, it
should be remembered that the economic status of this group is
somewhat higher than that of the Moslem aged, and there may therefore
be less need for help from children.

Further insight into the issue of need for versus supply of help
is gained by examining the question of why children do not help
parents. In both households, about 35X of those who are not helped by

children claim not to need such help. This leaves 65$ of parents with
perceived needs which are not met by children. Among them there are
signi£icantly more Moslem parents, more parents whose income is low,

and more housebound. (These categories overlap somewhat). By

de f inition, the latter two categories consist of elderly who have
overt needs Thus, probably a quite high proportion of parents who

perceive needs and are not helped by children objectively need help.

These categories of functionally incapacitated elderly overlap
somewhat with both each other and with the category of housebound
elderly.
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Children ' s Assistance to Parents

The broad spectrum of types of childrens1 help may be broken down

into three categories, two of which are instrumental:
a. Household maintenance tasks (cooking, cleaning, laundry,

shoppi n\,z , errands) .

b. Financial assistance.
c. Emotional support.

In this project, all three areas were tapped via a number of

questions, some of them direct ("Do your children provide you with
regular financial assistance?") and some indirect ("Who usually cleans
the floors in your house?").

Monogeneratiqnjal_households
1. Household maintenance

Examination of all the data gathered in this study leads to the
conclusion that assistance of offspring to parents living alone is
widespread. "Offspring" is a more suitable word than children, since
more than 80X of those who extend help in the household maintenance

area are grandchildren, mainly teenaged granddaughters. They cook (or
bring cooked food from their parents' homes), clean, and do the
shopping and laundry. Some of them help handicapped grandparents who

cannot manage some activities of daily living by themselves. it is
highly probable that most of these instrumental ly oriented encounters
carry a strong expressive element: the task is an instrumental one,

but the encounter between grandchild and grandparent ( s) is in itself
an expressive one and thus may also be emotionally supportive.

There is much evidence that in the area of household maintenance
the help of offspring is massive, wl th regard to both the number of
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Parents reiving help an, the y of activities for whlch help i8
exte^d. Sixty percent of "™" ^ generational households
receive *<"sehold maintenance Help fro. offspring; about half of them

are helped by more than one Person, Thirtysix percent are assisted
*" one way or another on >1 'iHil;/ basis.

Spcc l c 1 C;l.^y , ^.:■"ibe fsof t he famUy :

' do the lau"dry of 48!S of all parents.
. dean the homes of 40X of all parents.
. shop for 38% of all parents.
 cook for 3(^ of all parents.

"" th> baSiS of th^<s, it is * surprising that a high
PrOPOr"0" of 8"^  ™o"og"ratio"al households, !"!udlng an
^Pe.tedly ^ ^tio" ot wo,"en, ,o "ot ."toar basic ,ouseho!,
tasks by themselves (Table 48).

Table 48: Performance of ^ecific Household Chores by Elderlv^ Monogenerat ional Households in thJ 24 Hour^ y

/MMen Women Tota"l ~~
)N = 82) (N =105) (N = 187)

Cookinp n
K 9 59 36

Cleaning _,,

4 48 28
Dishwashing a

b 58 35
Shopping8■ 97
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The data on household maintenance indicate that help by

grandchildren and children probably far exceeds objective needs, as
expressed by actual difficulties with performance of the various

tasks. Nevertheless , there is ev Ldence of ar e 1ations h 1o hotwoe n

obj■?..; l; L ve needs and offered he L p. Table 49 shows that more housebound

than ambulatory parents receive help with preparat ion of: meals ( the
same is true for help with all other household maintenance

activities). Similarly, cleaning and laundry services performed by

offspring are affected by age of parent: the oldold (ages 75+) are

helped more than the youngold. ■■■ .'

Table 49: Assistance with Cooking, in Monogene rational Households,
by Mobility Level (percentages)

Person Who Cooks

Mobility Level Aged or spouse Other family member Total N

Ambulatory 85 15 100 131

Housebound 60 40 100 55

Total 70 30 100 180

x2 = 7.73 df = 1 p < 0.01

The most important other factor which influences the pattern of
support from children to aged parents are cultural norms. A review of
both the survey data and other information gathered in the interviews
gives the impression that many of the elderly, especially women, do

very 1ittle in terms of household chores or other "work". Hardly any

ot them mentioned sewing or mending as an activity they perform. Only
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8^ affirmed that they had taken care of grandchildren in the 24 hours
preceding the interview. It thus seems that many women have "retired"
from their main roles as housewives and mothers and haven taken on the
role (probably a culturally normative one) of the "honored elderly"
"'ho is ex^pt^/ from work and served by children, grandchildren, and
children in law.

2. Financial Assistance

Thirtyseven Percent of the aged residing in monogenerational
households claim to receive financial assistance from children,
although none of them receives such help on a regular basis.
Financial assistance is not affected by age of parent, by health
indicators, or by level of parents' income. All of these findings
differ from those found in the Jewish poulation (Weihl, 1980).

Considerably fewer Jewish parents (in all three phases of that study)
were found to be financially supported by children;18 in addition,
income of parents was significantly related to their children's
financial support, in the expected direction  more of those with low

incomes were assisted by children, and quite a high proportion
received regular financial help. The absence of these relationships
among the Arab rural population may be due to the irregularity of this
help, which is possibly received in sma11 amounts.

18 This is not surprising, since many more aged Arab parents areeligtblefor ™come supplements  over 80X, compared with less than
40X in the Jewish population (National Insurance Institute
Recipients of Old Age Pensions, by Localities", 1982, Table r>) .
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3. Emotional Support

Fiftythree percent of parents living in monogenerational
households mentioned emotional support when asked an open ended
question about areas of children's help toparents. 19 This, too> is a

.n^h 'nj/Jor proportion than that found by '.VoLlil (1980) for t/w j^Lsh
agedpopulation. 20 Emotional support is not affected by any of the
following independent variables: age, sex, marital status, income,

functional capacity, and self evaluation of health. It is also not
related to feelings of loneliness.  ■,■..,^.,..

PaKeats in monogenerational households were also asked, "when you
need advice on anything, do you turn to any of your children?".
Fortyfour Percent answered affirmatively. This variable, too, is
affected by none of the abovementioned variables, except income:

more low income Parents than higher income parents turn to children
for advice (P < 0.02). The advice variable is also affected by

religious affiliation: considerably more Moslem parents turn to
children for advice than do Christian or Druze parents (Table 50).

As pointed out in Chapter 2, Moslem aged tend to be categorized in the
lower income brackets. Religious affiliation, therefore, is probably
the '™re influential factor, unless most advice sought relates to
financial affairs, This is not very likely, as other data indicate.

r q

The term "emotional suport/1 though not used explicitly by the
respondents, was chosen to describe such statements as, "Thechildren keep up my morale".

20 Eighteen percent of the Jewish elderly ages 70+ mentioned
emotional support when asked the identical question. This
variable was found to be related to both age and income of parents.
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Table 50: Parents in Monogenerational Households who Turn to Children
forAdvice, b y Religious Affiliation, (percentages)

Religious  Do not
affiliation Turn to child turn to child Total N

Moslem 51 49 100 109

Christian and Druze 30 70 100 60

Total 44 56 100 169

x2 = 3.61 df = 1 p < 0.10

Multigenerational households  financial and emotional support ■ 

Aged living in multigenerational households are not dependent on

the help of children not living with them when their capacity to care
for themselves declines. The household in which they live provides
for them, unless the children are very young. The offspring who live
apart from elderly in multigenerational households do not usually have
to provide instrumental household services, but they may be active in

the two other broad areas  financial and emotional support. Twenty
three percent of the aged in multigenerational households are helped
financially by children not living with them, and 28X claim to receive
emotional support from these children. The respective proportions in
the Jewish population were 12$ and 1456. Thus, in multigenerational
households as well, support of children to parents in the rural Arab 

population exceeds that prevailing in the Jewish population.
The comparatively high percentage of parents living with a child

who are financially supported  most of them irregularly  by a child
living in another home was unexpected It is difficult to understand
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the need for this support, It may constitute small amounts of money

which parents use for gifts to grandchildren or for their personal
needs. Such assistance may be an important addition to the pocket
money of the elderly, since more than 75'* of all parents living with a

child contribute all of their Income to the household.^  '

Financial support by children living apart from their parents xs

not influenced by income of parent or by the type of multigenerational
household in which Parents live. It was thought that this support aray

be given to aged Parents who provide for a young family or to parents
who live^with unmarried (mostly not working) daughters, but these
hypotheses proved to be wrong. On the basis of the available data, it
is not possible to identify the factors at play in this area.

There is further evidence of financial transfers from the younger

to the older generation in multigenerational households: 32<k of
Parents ask their children for money when in need. Two thirds of
these turn to a child they live with, especially if this child iS a

married son.22 This finding is somewhat unexpected, since it seems
likely that Parents would more easily turn to an unmarried working
son, one who has no familial obligations of his own. Probably here,
too, cultural norms are at play.

In "mltigeneratonal households, as well as in the Jewish
population, emotional support (determined by responses to an open

M

21 It should be recalled that 18* of all elderly parents in
!mit,1*ttnyrat1ona lhouseholds live with children under age 18, and
as''heads ^f' £?££££* livewith unmarried daughters) Action
Statistically significant (p < 0.01). ^
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ended question) is not related to either the physical or financial
needs of parents; neither is it more abundant in any specific type of
mult !generational household.

Another source of evidence of emotional support in multigenera
t. i on a iiious^ao i I s *■■.';'■■.' .'.: . s^juscs lo t. i 1 c quo.:. I i on , "V/'io t ; 1. :! 1( ; 1 j t. h o

chi ldren who do not live with you, takes care oC you tiie inost?".

Fiftyseven percent of the parents reported having a solicitous
child23 (mostly sons). Table 51 shows that considerably more Moslems

than Christiaa a ad Druze claim to have a solicitous child outside the

home . 'י  *■ "■

Table 51: Existence of Solicitous Child Outside the Multigene rational__Household , by ReligiousAf filia tion (Percentage s)

Religious No solicitious Solicitious
affiliation child mentioned child mentioned Total N

Moslem 37 . 63 100 139

Christian and Druze 52 48 100 107

Total 43 57 100 240

Not significant.
i .

Having a solicttous child largely overlaps with receivingeinpt ional 

support from children: 82X of those who receive emotional support
have i\ solicitous child. ■';

Onefif th of the respondents could not point to a specificcli lid,
stating that .all care for them to the same degree. Another 14X
named t 11ei r oldest son as the one who is the most solicit ous.
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p^rents■Assistance_to_Chj^ldren
Table 47 shows that arOre parents in multi than in monogenera

.!on:11 honqifnolds customarily extend help to children nOt ltVtnS Wlth

^;n.T ., tl1e J(^lsh population (Weihl, 1.973 ^c^d Phase> thO hihOr
proportion was found in the monogenerational households, 41X' COmPared

with 2n in multigenerational households. This differenCe waS

explained by differences in age and income: the JewiSh elderly liVlnE
in^monogenerational households were generally younger, mOre Of them

were (married) men, and their incomes were h^her ThUS' th6y Were

believed to be more able, both physically and financially, tO eXt6nd

help to children. No such differences were Eound between thG tWO

type3 of Arab rura! households, but this *act does not eXplain thS

larger degree of help to children diving aPart frOm par6ntS) bY

parents who live with at l5ast oae child
Help to children living apart from P^ents is related in bOth

household types to health factors: housebound ^ed' and thOSS WhO

rate their health as ..bad" tend (P < 0.01) not tO helP Children In

multigenerational households, this variable is alsO affeCt6d by

incoare: more lowincome parents do not Provide help (P ' 004(
,Two main areas of help to children Were mentio"ed: CarlnS fOr

4 gra"dchildren (2^ in multi_ and 15$ in monogenerational hOUSenOldS)

* and giving of presents (91 and 5X , respectively). Few parentS>in
, mo"ogenerational households mentioned extending finanCial aU1 tO

lchi1dren not living with them. Thus, the main flow Of helP frOm the
O1der to the younger generation seems to be direCted tOWard 6rand
children and probably has a distinctly expressive flaVOr On thS

;otherhand ,there is evidence that<iuite a feW WOm6n liVlng l"
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'nultigenerational households participate in household maintenance
activities: 16* mentioned having cooked on the day preceding the
interview, and 1236 mentioned having cleaned the house. Some of these
women may not consider these activities as constituting "help" to
.■!! י 1 י וי ._  .

Patterns of Mutual Aid

The flow of intergenerational support may be twodirectional
)from parents to children and vice versa), it may be unidirectional
in either direction, or there may be no transfer at all. By cross
tabulating the two variables  "help of parents to children" with
"help of children to Parents"  the frequencies of all four patterns
were obtained.

Table 52 shows that the distribution of these patterns differs by

household type. The modal pattern in the monogenerational household
is children to parents only, while the modal pattern in multigenera
tional households is no help in either direction. This main

difference seems to be the logical one. Parents living alone are apt
to need children's help, especially if parents are declining
physically and/or mentally. And, in fact, the data show that this
pattern is significantly affected by the degree of mobility of the
a6ed parent: those whose mobility is restricted (including the
housebound and bedridden) tend significantly (p < 0.05) to receive
help from children, rather than provide it. On the other hand,
Parents living with children are more protected and therefore less in
need of "outside" help. 3,
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Table 52Pa^rj^Ojf_Mutuaj_Aid, by Household Type (percentages)

u _ Two Children to Parents toHousehold directional No parents children
type hel9 help only  only Total N

Mono 17 35 44 4 1m1, ,.generational  4 U)0 lh8

Mul ti PI Aa m .^generational 22 46 21 10 100 269

T0tal 21 42 30 8 100 437

Bad nQusing conditions are more characteristics of monogenera
tional households (Table 23). It is therefore not surprising that
those who dwell in older houses, many of which lack basic amenities
and some of which are barely adequate, tend significantly toward the
Pattern of children to parents only. Nearly half of the elderly in
monogenerational households are characterized by this aid pattern
(Table 53).

rable 53: Patterns of Intergenerational Support,
^Y_yyj>e_of_D^el\xnz (Percentages) '_

Mutual Aid Patterns
Children to Other

rype of Dulling v parents only patterns Total N

)ld house 41 59 100 162

!odern hoilse  23 . > 77 100 273

Total 30 70 100 435

x2 = 8.13 df = 1 p < 0.01
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Religous affiliation affects patterns of intergenerational
Support Thechi ldrentoparents only mode (Table 54a) characterizes
Moslem households, while among Christians and Dnize, the modal pattern
י! ""' י"' .intor"encritי'י' ,".l= 1;,;>o;: : )71U,. .,1b). These fi.uli^s
'OnCUr with oth^ ™<1LT r,r,;u,,;, bwoe. rol^Lous groups; Moslems

tend towards closer ties and more instrumental and emotional support
from ch Lldren.

Table 54a: .^"erns of Interaction*! Support, by Religious
Affiliation ~ Children to Parent Pattern^Jjpercentages)

1^^1f10113 Children to Otherattiliation Parents only patterns Total N

Moslem oif _ .
טני 64 100 266

Christian and Druze 21 79 100 171

Total on30 70 100 437

x2 = 6.04 df = 1 P < 0.02

Table o4b: Patterns of Intergenerational Support, by Religious
Affiliation  No Aid _Pa ttei^n (percentages)

Religious affiliation No aid Other patterns Total .N

Moslems oc  __Jb 65 100 266
Christians and Druze 52 ; ;t 48 100 171

Total ao. . co
AA 58 100 432

... x2 = 6.24 df = 1 p < 0.02
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These ""ding "cat that children■ help 1. directed toward
those in ne.a , and that ■"any of the recipient Parents acknowledge that
^r '"">" Pay attention to their needs, It should be re",embered

tl"" the Sp<5cltln c^ori."* ■<t instrumental aid disced did not
i">i">l" ,",',,u,■ us,, of the *hi",, coca,,,, !,,dry, and t"u.u
facilities of "ns. Nevertheless, Parents may have been thinking ot
this type of he!p when answering the question, "00 your chiidren
OUStOrnaril<' help you?". This "ould Partially explain the high™^ of Parents "ho Ponded to this "tion amrarativly.

Intergeneratiqnal ,Expressive Interaction
The PP< of this Portion of the study "a to gather basic

in(0rmat10" on the Prevailing Patterns of interaction in the heavily
Valu61^" areas of ^ily adviceseeking and decisio"araki"g. The

 Ptd image of the traditional fa,nily is of a patriarchal
dl™>" of labor and authority  the father i endowed with the
d,,,lSio"maKl"s Power, on the basis of traditional values and because

<* "" "< a" of Potion. The Emilys interest and father■
H, for 1"tance, direct the choice of spouse for chUdren (.ith
little or "o i"P"t fro", the latter) and determine fiscal decisions.
s"h as how to spend or invest money (though fathers often consult'
"' "' the1'■  n ""cial matter(. Fathers expect their Jons to
"suit and "bey the",; in hort, they expect to """",and all authority '

(Lutf1^. 1966. l70; Beck, 1970; Rosenfeld, !964). These

tradltlo"al <™Uy va!"es have been exposed to "modern influences for
"ite see ti,"e. This "udy i"te"ded to !""estimate the changes that
have taken Place. i"lu>i"g the patterns "f intergeneratlonal
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interaction that have developed. The questionnaire included several
questions in this area, four of them openended. One question applied
only to those living in monogenerational households and shall not be
included in the following discussion.

7. Do your r.h i 1 1i r<n son kyou rndvi rv>? T f ,י^ ח0 ו'י'ג  t ■?;/,'y j,,,, 1s9

?■ rn< you soak your children's advice? T f so, on what subjects?
3. Let us assume that one of your children or grandchildren

wishes to marry and chooses a spouse. You do not agree with this
choice and say so. Would they accept your opinion, or at least
consider.. your objections? ~^.

4. Young people today tend to choose a spouse themselves. Do

you agree with this arrangement? (closed question).
5. When the family has some money available for purchasing .. ■

equipment such as a car or truck, building a new house or renovating
the old one, developing a business, etc., does your opinion count?
Whose opinion is the decisive one? . .

6. Young people today tend to decide on their own how to invest
their money. Do you agree with this situation? (closed question).

There is one common tendency discernible in the answers to all
but one of these questions (number 4): the sexes differ significantly
in both areas  adviceseeking and decisionmaking. Women tend to be

uninvolved in decisionmaking about choice of spouse for children or
grandchildren (p < 0.001), and they are uninvolved in financial
decisionmaking (p < 0.001).24 Eighty percent of women, compared with

/i

"Involvement" includes all answers which indicated participation of the respondent in the decisionmaking process. The
responses range from "I decide" to "They consider me, or ask my
opinion, but act according to their own opinion".
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513& of ^n (P < 0.001), are not asked for advice by children, while
6 2^ of women, compared with 48* of men, do not seek advice from their
children (p < 0.05).

The rate of children seeking advice fro," parents is influenced by ;

Lhe /o,,./ <>f forrmil education of parents, Table 55 shows that p.^uL* י

who had no schooling tended not to be consulted by children. Further
analysis showed that this relationship is significant among women

only, probably because so many more women are uneducated. This

relationship is important because it focuses attention on the younger
generation's contribution to the structure and content of

intergenerational relations: uneducated parents are not considered
resourceful.

Level of formal education of parents does not affect advice
seeking in the direction of parents seeking their children's advice.
We note that the difference between men and women is a much smaller
one than for adviceseeking in the other direction of flow, initiated
by children, and that ™ore parents seek advice from the younger
generation than vice versa.

Crosstabulation of the two variables of intergenerational
adviceseeking results in delineating four patterns of such

interaction (Table 56), thereby highlighting the difference between 

the sexes. Nearly 60* of women reported no adviceseeking interaction
in either direction, and only 16* mentioned twowayadviceseeking, 25'
compared with 41'J of men (P < 0.001). Inasmuch as women are engaged

More Druze than Moslem or Christian women are engaged in
counsel inK in both directions.b B 1n
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Table 55: Children's Adviceseeking from Parents, by Parents'
^,_e^el_o^J^maJ_Edjac^t^n and__Sex ^P^££?^tages(_

""' school;. u oo..v> school ing Tot a 1

Men " " ~

Parent consulted by child. 4"
HO 56 50

Parent not consulted by child. 57

Total rnn100 100 100
Number , nr)102 140 242 

Not significant
Women

Pa1ent consulted by child. . . 1(ia 39 20
Parent not consulted by child. 85 gl g0 i

Total rnn I
1Q0 100 100 .

Number , nt
J_7f 38 213

x2 = 5.73 df = 1 P < 0.02 ,

jj^?l_and Y/omen |
Parent consulted by child. 26 52

Parent not consulted by child. 74 AQ /^ ^o 66 "

Total rnn
100  100  100

Number o",7 ךי? 178 455

x2 = 16.6 df = 1 p < 0.001
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Table 56: Patterns of Intergenerational Adviceseeking, by Sex (percentages)

Men Women Total

Two way adviceseeking 41 ל)1 99

Oneway adviceseeking ,10 4 7
initia ted by ciii ldren

Oneway adviceseeking, 11 22 1q
initiated by parents

No adviceseeking 38 58 48

Total ^ 100 100 100

Number 242 211 453

in an adviceseeking interaction with children, it is more of a one

directional flow from the older to the younger generation  38X

compared with 20'?. in the opposite direction. The adviceseeking
interaction of older men with their children is patterned quite
differently: the proportions of flow are equal in both directions.

Religiousaff il LatLon affects patterns of intergenerational
adviceseeking (Table 57). The lowest rate of twoway advice seeking
and the highest rate of no adviceseeking was found among the small
group of Druze aged parents, LiulLcat Lag that intergenerational
interaction in this area is low, or put differently, the gap between

the generations seems to be rather wide.

Among the Moslem population there is a pronounced high rate of
oneway advice seeking  parents to children; the other direction is
similar in volume in all three groups
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Table 57: Patterns of Intergenerational Adviceseeking, by
. Re_li giousAff i 1 iation, (Percentages )

Moslems Christians Druze TOtal

Twuwj.y aJvlcl seuk 1 ;!;; ;u) <jy, 7

Oneway adviceseeking, 7 7 c 7
initiated by children

Oneway adviceseeking, 23 q " 1if
initiated by parents

No adviceseeking 40 54 71 48

Total " 100 100 100 100

Nu1:1be1 . 273 138 42 453

Tables 58 and 59 illustrate the relationship of sex to patterns
Jf decisionmaking interaction. Table 58 shows that most women (over
lOK) agree that the young should choose a spouse independently and

that about the same proportion are not involved in decisionmaking
*bout choice of spouse. This lack of involvement may reflect );,,,,

traditional pattern (which prescribes that women are exempted f roa
lecisionmaking and advicegiving). Men seem to be torn between
idherence to their traditional role and the new ways of the younger

enerations. Nearly twothirds of men who agree that children's
hoice of spouse should be arrived at independently nevertheless take
art in these decisions. The sense of participation, however, may be

ust that  the child's or grandchild's choice of spouse nay :1li'oady

atch the Parents choice, and the parent is left with the feeling
hat his or her opinion has been considered seriously. Table 59>

>1ich also includes data on financial decisionmaking, reveals the



same pattern : nearly twothi rric ^f turiy two thirds of the women are not involved in
either area of decisionmaking, while men are nearly equally
distributed between being involved in both areas or not being involved
in either.

Men Women

Parent agrees that children should ■ . 4"
independently choose a spouse and takes J 25
part in this decision.

Parent agrees that children should
independently choose spouse and does not 57take part in thid decision.
Parent does not agree that children ■ rr
should independently choose a spouse and ll 1
takes part in this decision.
Parent does not agree that children . 1R
should independently choose a spouse and iO 17
does not take part in this decision.
Total

100 100
Number

228 211

x2 = 6.37 x2 = 9.14
df = 1 df =.\
P < 0.012 P < 0.0025
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Table 59: Involvement of Parent in Choice of Children's Spouse,
_a.n.cl_iJl_FAn.ancialDecisionmaking , by Sex (percentages)

Men Women

Tn vol vor) i nmn ki n;T hn f h tvpos >.r ■ioc ir,i onr, . ,rj . ..

Involved i n choiso o f soousl! ; not: involve'.! 25 2y
in financial decisionmaking.
Involved in financial decisionmaking; not 13 19
involved in choice of spouse.
Not involved in making either type of 33 64
decision.

Total ' 100 100

Nuarber 228 211

x2 = 40.19 x2 = 49.13
df = 1 df = 1

p < 0.0000 p < 0.0000

These findings are qualified to some extent by religious
if filiation : fewer Moslem women are involved in financial decison
making than Christian women (p , 0.02). Moslem men, more than
?hristian or Oruze men, seek advice from their children (p < 0.002),
md fewer agree with the modern norm of the child's independent choice
)f spouse (!> < 0.005). These findings probably indicate that Moslems,

nore than Christians and Druze, continue to adhere to the traditional
^am Lly values.

Involvement in financial decisionmaking, as well as in decisions
:oncerning choice of spouse are related to age of parent: oldold
ages 75+) parents tend to be less involved than the youngold (Tables
50 and 61 )
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ges Involved Not involved Total N

6579 .^ .. ""
.<.■' 100 AA:■)

?7 ^ 100 in
Total 45 e_

__ 4£> 55 100 444

x2 = 5.6 d.f. = 1 P < 0.05 "

Table61 : Invoiveniej^x^F^nanc^^Dec^

Ages Involved Not Involved Total N

6569 s1 ~ ~ ^
Di 49 100 96

44 56 100 142
7579 404^ 58 100 96
8084 >>n

J0 70 100 66

85+ 17 83 100 48
Total At\

40 60 100 448

^ = 19.55 d.f. = 4 P < 0.0006

These findi"g^ "<ay ^cate that Parents, as they age, disengage '
themSelVeS ^o<" ac^Pting responsibility and from performing their
longestablished roles; or they 'nay represent the parents' rejection
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of the rnodern values of /■h

..... ,,,,mu,J "'"■"' '■"■. " ""... " .... ..:: :::::::,:;;::::::■■ ■' " " "■■:::::::  ■.■'■ >:::::/:::::;;:,
y /cc/ rospon.si binr>, ,,,, ,

" ^^1^ " '"Hios, and they u,,,, ,,, ,. "י 

of tllls status.

0,, tlle otil"1. ^ ;;" the y ~o"  ~ntly.
^^weriess to impose thei r י"י ו ו

.a::::.;::::::::::;::,:""..■■'..""'..""''""'
'■.■.^;:r:::.:r;:;';:r;■;■.."."■ "..".■.■."". "."' ""■.■■ .■■■..^.:: ::::::;;::"■'" ™ '.■" ... ....,,. ",". ", .,,,■ "■. !".."""' ."■'
".....,,,. th. ," ,1" ' "■. ■ ;."■. '■"  ■"■ "".. . . .: ::"::::.:,:::::::;:;"': ■■. ". .■
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action cannot be understood without collecting data from both
generations, including information on education of children.
Presumably, the older generations has changed less than the younger,
י." 1 i: 1.. !_; . ; '. 1 ■'.'t ■',  '\': \ i.r,r ; ■. :. !;ho interaction b'lt.vcoa t'10

genera tions and areref lee ted in t!1e Lr paren ts' behavior and

attitudes.

m
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Chapter 9: ATTITUDES TOWARD LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

The home, including its physical as well as human components,
constitutes the ■™in 1 i. fo ^pa^o of aged persons, both physically and
01ו"י i די' 1 י י '. T'jr. r/r/rr/r .. ., 1 ,tl UTJ ■< ■~'>J' ■■. .1" =. .<< <. ij:,■ .1.1!; , o.ury out mosL o [

t.:j.?,r ;.■lotru .j.ri/; a ■to:.i. ■yi.t; Les, ■uu\ interact most wiLh othoi people in

the home. The proportion of time spent at home increases wlfa ;lJJtr

until, for many people, all time is spent there. Therefore, the
components of the household  its physical structure, the services it
renders, the human elements, and the prevailing emotional atmosphere 
are increasingly important to the wellbeing of the elderly.

This study examined these components via the perceptions of the
elderly in the studypopulation. 27 The perceived advantages and

disadvantages of one's household, and the reasons for satisfaction or
dissatisfaction, may serve as a basis for understanding the ways that
aged persons think about and are influenced by their immediate life
space.

The questionnaire included four questions aimed to tap attitudes
toward 1 iving arran^vfiea ts :

1. Are you satisfied with your present living arrangement?
)closed question).

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the type Of

household (mono or mul tigenerat ional ) in which you live?
)openended question).

3 What do you consider to be the most preferable UvLng

arrangement for the elderly: living with children, living

2 7 The physical aspects of housing are discussed in Chapter 5.
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'"rt fr™ *ildre", r living ln a ho",e for the aged?
(closed question).

<■ If you became ^P,citate(i and eded help with your daily
<v,Ues, *'1^ ^ ""^^^^ arrangements would yo1l

Profer? (^o^^^ question), overall vlew of the resp"Ilses to these westions lndlcates :

nO" UCTS)  th  "■ The ~lmlng .aJOrity ^ both

mOnO 1^ mUUig™i > i atisfld wlth th urrent
ar1angem'e". ^ ~ ^ slder ^r """t hou3hold^ *" be thS ^^"1 "" for o^er People, and neazZy all
responaents i" ^th ^e,,old types P^ adva"taEs i" their
^.t"e Uv1"B ^ngsmsnts; the PPortion "ho Perceive diadvan
ta2es is very small (Table 62).

T^le ^: Attitudes Toward Living Arrangementsby^ousehoi^T^e^C^rce^sP;

  Hqusehoij Type

Monoee"erat tonal MultigeneratTo^aT
Satisfied with present ~ ~ 

ilvInS arrangement. b4 93

Prefer Present householdtype. 82 74

Prefer to re>naLn i'< present
household 1^ incapacitated. 78 87
Perceive advantages to
present livi"S arrangement. 92 92

Perceive disadvantages to
prese11t Uv^' arrangement. 65 36
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/ ■.

"mC PaUur": 1^ t.otM", or u," .o,".n " ""t ,"vo,^ ln

"'"^ "^ Ofdecisi^". ^I.Ue men are "ariy eq"ally
''"1""^ b""ee" ^1'^ '™'> in bot,, "eas r "t bo,", .,"","",

Men Women

Pa^nt ag^es ^at child^eTTh^ '
,^rWn^n"V''"0036 a spouse and takes 43 25parr in thls decision.

Parent agrees that children should י 

Parent does not agree that children

^nt does not agree that children
d'oes not^?!^"^"'^ choose a spouse and 16 17^oe.s not take Part m this decision.
Total
M , 100 100Number

^ 228 211

x2 = 6.37 x2 = 9.14

dl = 1 df =.1

P < 0■012 V < 0.002T)



* 9

These data oa high rate of satisfaction may be somewhat

nisleading. More detailed analysis (Tables 63, 64> shows that thls
,.,,;,r.u: U"n i:, (1Ualifi<^ !l,;/.,/>,,,,,?,,., r,W with statements abO!lt th3
,,,.,,!;,, rod*r ,.in^.nent for the elderly. nearly one quarter of LhoSv;

who Uve in multigenerational households and express satisfaction dO

not perceive this living arrangement as the preferable one for Glder
people (Table 63); and one out of seven persons who perceive nO

disadvantages to living in a multigenerational household belieVe that
elderly persOns should live on their o.*" C^1'3 64>. Tho trendS fOUnd

in monogenerational households are similar. This incongruence
refiects underiyia3 negatLve perceptions ^ current living arrange
ments. it appears that quite a few respondents, though satisfied With

and comfortable in their present situation, would Prefer tO liVS

differently if possible.28
There are other indications that expressed satisfaction with

living arrangements (especially living apart from children) is
qualified. A high proportion (65^) of respondents living apart frOm

chi1dren perceive disadvantages in this household type. Nevertheless,
most of these respondents believe it to be the preferable living
arrangement for the elderly (Table 4). For these peOple_ 49X Of a11
those 1iving in monogenerat Lonal Households  the advantages of livlng
apart from children exceed the dLsa<lvantages, (lespite the pOtential
sense of insecurity regarding tJ1e instrumental asPeots oC this

28 Most aKed (*m of those living with children and ?9f OwthlOiSveinWChO
are not) say that they need help wlth ^'^LVities of d*lly 11V1ng
A7 wfsh among those who "™ "1""e to Jol\thelHr C1h/rlve1niv?neaffected by limitations on m(Voillty: housebound elderly living
alone tend to say that they would like to Join th(31r children
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Table 63: Satisfaction with Living Arrangement and Preferred Living
Arrangemeni^for_Elderly , by Household JType (percentages)

___ _Hous^ho[.'i Typo

Monotone rat ionalMul ti^enurational

Satisfied with living arrangement; 75 22
prefer oionogenerational
household for aged people.
Satisfied with living arrangement; 9 j
prefer multigenerational
household for aged people.
Not satisfied with living arrangement; 8 4
prefer monogenerational
household for aged people.
Not satisfied with living arrangement; s 3
prefer multigenerational
household for aged people.

N = 168 N = 271

x2 = 13.4 x2 = 6.6
df = 1 df = 1

P < 0.001 p < 0.01
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Table 64: Reived Disadvantages of Present Living Arrangement and Preferred
1" \ng_Arrangement_for_Elderl^y ,_ _b.yjotusehold_jr ype_(perce n tag e s (

י1ו!י<י!11ו1ז] 1 d Typo

Monogenerati ona] Mill t i.^onjrational

Perceive disadvantages; prefer 49 16
nonogenerational household for
iged persons.
?erceive disadvantages; prefer 15 2Q
nult !generational household for
iged persons:

)o not perceive disadvantages; 33 9
5ref ermonogene rational
lousehold for aged persons.
(o not perceive disadvantages; 2 ""
'refer arultigene rational
lousehold for aged persons.

N = 162 N = 262

x2 = 3.73 x2 = 14.3
df = 1 df = 1

p < 0.10 p < 0.001
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household type. Although many elderly  Itigenerational households
also perceive disadvantages yet prefer this type of household, there
are two important differences: the proportion ^o mention dis.lvan
U^ יי ^"'י'" waller  ^ compared with 64'*; and a.nonK the.so, thp
:> '.■;portion who pro for Lln'Lr curenrH,,in ,l 1, n current 11■*"'1^tr!■;inyomeiii: , ie.soi te its
^*advantages, is also smaller  55X compared with 77X.

These dUferences ^ Perception reflect a basic difference
'^ween the two household types. When living with adult (usually
 ied) chil^en, the elderly t adapt, at least to some degree, to
the children's way of life, as well as to the fact that household
**^evext is no longer in their hands. They lose autonomy and gain I

Securit^> as there is little need to cope with problems of daily
1™6 This ho^ehold type may be somewhat overly protective, yet
some aged Persons respond Positively to this quality  they enjoy

being dePendent The monogenerational household, on the other hand>

de"1a"ds initiative and autonomous behavior, including exercise of
responsibility and effective coping with the various aspects of

hoilseh<>ld management. Probably the most important of these aspects is
decisionmaking.

While considering these Points, it should be remembered that only
29". of the rural Arab elderly ^ multigenerational households ltve
with a rried child. Most of the others live with adult unma'rried

Children and it is this group that tends more to regard this livlns
arrangement "^^ely (Table 65). They may have difficulty coping
■o/^^UoIy with what they deem an unfair or unacceptable situation.
'^ ^atus of "ever ^rried" is ^avily .stigmatized in this society,
and both generations foe I the effects.
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fable 65: Preferred Living Arrangement: for iUderly, by Actual Living
Arrangement_of Parents in Multigenerationa1 Househo1ds_(percentages)

Preferred Living Arrangement
for the Elderly

יי < /'.י <:/// יי /r ''1 .V> t r !. i" mm ch i Id ronTot ;i 1 //

iCtual Living Arrangement
/it/1marr Led c'u i. Id 1,7 fy ^qq 7o

nth other child 68 32 100 189

Total ^ 74 26 100 267

x2 = 5.09 df  1 p < 0.02

g:£lg!lg_A_J^ecting Preferred Living Arrangement of Elderly in
ultigenerational HousehoIds

Table 63 shows that most residents of both households types
eae rally prefer the type in which they live. This preference is
afluenced by a number of factors, depending on household type.

One factor, already discussed, is the structure of the multi
enerat ioaal household (Table 65). Elderly living with unmarried
lildren have a less po^it;. ^.>a .'.f.i tude f.o>va'M the mul t i.generational
3usehold. Another demographic, as well as structural, factor
f feet i.n^ attitudes toward themul tigenerational household is the
*rital status of the parent(s) residing there: widowed parents,
respective of sex, tend to prefer this household type over the
Aier, while nearly one third of the married parents indicate
.ssatisf action with living with children (Table 66). It .seems that
>r "!*.rried parents the security of the marital relationship (or
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simply the fact that theyI Ue together) overrides the fear of being
cut off from ongoing contact with offspring.

Table 66: Preferred Living Arrangement for Elderly, by Marital Status .,r
hlderlyJ^Multigenerational Households (nercentanos)

Prefer reji_Lj^y^g_Arrary;ement for Elderly
With children Apart from children Total N

Marital Status

"*"led . S9 31 100 186

"ldOWed 84 10 100 94
Total 74 oc/4 26 100 280

o

x = 353 df = l not significant

Among the Actors mentioned as disadvantages, only one was found
to be statistically significant: intergenerational stress. Nearly two

out of three Parents who mentioned this factor do not prefer the
mul t Lgenerat ional household (Table 67). Feelings of loneliness a!so
influence attitudes toward living in a multigenerational household,
althou^ the relationship is not statistically significant. Not

surprisingly, parents in multigenerational households who always feel
1onely <desP^ the P^sence of their family) are prone to prefer the '

monogenerational household (Table 68). There is no indication in the
data that feeli"gs of l^Uness are induced by intergenerational
stress .
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Table 67: Preferred Living Arrangement for Elderly, by Perceived
Intergeneratiorml^Stress^JJ^iltigenerational Households)  percentages

Preferred Living Arrangement for Elderly
With ch i. ldren Apart from children Total rja

Vrceive (/_ _ 1_ ה terrene ration a 1_3 tress
Mentioned as disadvantage 37 63 100 40

"Jot mentioned as disadvantage 69 31 . £00 55

Total 56 44 100 95

N = all respondents who mentioned disadvantages.
x2 = 4.7 df = 1 p < 0.05

'able 63: Preferred Living Arrangement for Elderly, by Feelings of
.JigBgliness (Multigenerational Households)  percentages

Preferred Lij/ing Arrangement for Elderly
With children Apart from children Total N

eel ings of Loneliness

lwavs 56 44 inn 39

f ten or Sometimes ■ 77 23 " ^qq ?AY

Total 74 26 100 280

x = 3.6 df = 1 not significant
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In summary, it seems that the quality of relationships wlth
children is the most important factor influencing the preference of

^,e^cf ^ ^ ^^^ i" ™ultigenerational households. Although
Vn.or.o is a negative impact ofintergenerat tonal stress, there i8 also
i On■^/ t i V"i nf 1 'mnrr.,■, f ■■■■■// , ■ . ,

■ ■ ■>"i ' " ■1''1 ' u ^u/rj,,(/ ';in i<l (or _vj^(. V(,rs;1 
[<^^i > ■.J^t ^1™"ied children causes stress, worry, and
disputes) .

J^££^ffect^^ Elderly in
Monogener^ttional Househo Ids

Two independent variables are significantly related to the
Prefer1ed 1iving arrangements of elderly who live apart from

c^iaren™; fee1^ of 1^liness and autonomy in performance of
household maintenance tasks.

Althou*h the direction of the impact of feelings of loneliness
(Table 33) see.ns to be the averse of that prevailing in multigenera
tional househ^^ (Table 68), it is, in fact, the same. In both
'^'^ rosLdeats who frequently feel lonely tend more than those who

lo not to P^fer a 1^sehold type other than their current OI1e. It
seems as if filings of loneliness inspire 1 ■iesLre for c;1a11,e> an

escape from an "desirable ,UuuUo,, In this sense, feelings of
loneluie,,? P™bV01y '^tituto an expression of a more general, wider 

based feeling of dissatisfaction.
Autono1ny i" performance of household maintenance tasks is the

other independent ^^^ble found to bosigaifLean t 1 y related to

29 ^1^"g childless elderly, but these are very few (see Chapter
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.*reference ot living^""t. Elderly i" ■"o"oge"eratlo,,l

hOUSe!1"1'1; ^ >O tllelr "'" !" a"d "",i"e t"d to prefer thl,
11Vt"g arrangement ^ the "^y. Plyg fnat ..■to""",".lsH ",,,,,
'" ""י ^ " ."י < ■'■■;<1,lo,>,;y (Table 70).

P£eferredJ±^^g__Arrange"1en^
^ ^h children Apart from children Total N

ggg_lings of Loneliness ~ ~~
Often 9VZ / 'TO
o 73 100 84Sometimes 1

10 90 100 100^tal 18
^^^^ 82 100 184

x^ = 4.68 d7r; 771^

Table 70 . Pri^f .;>r ro,1 T .: . ,

With children Apart ^o'n children fotal N

Resident cleans own :

hQme. xx 89 100 109

Someone other than ?7
resident cleans home. " 73 100 71

Tot;l1 17
83 100 180
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Analysis of the second question regarding attitudes toward 1LvLng

arrangements resulted in two sets of data : the speci fie advantages
and disadvantages meat loned , and the categorization of responses by

who t 11 1> r or not.adv nn f. air,os/d i s■7 ■■!//■> .■; t■7 :■; .■< ■? ייזי'/ג .1<<r,M<ivrvi.

Ta b 1 e 2י) shows that. ',■7<>r■? /;'/ in 10'n of the residents in bo t!1

household types o^rcn L ve advantages in their respective living
arrangements. The lack of distribution of this variable prevents
further analysis. The disadvantages mentioned by residents of both
household types do not hamper their stated desire to live La their
present households. In multigenerat ional households, 86£ of those who

do not perceive disadvantages, compared with 55/£ of those who do,

prefer this living arrangement for elderly persons. The corresponding
proportions for monogenerat ional household are 94% and 77X (Table 64).

A number of factors affect the perception of disadvantages by

residents of monogenerational households, factors which are noticeably
absent in the responses from arul t i generational households (Table 71).
This difference is partly explained by differing bases for dissat Is
faction , as shown in Table 72.

Table 7t indicates that perception of disadvantages is linked to
the instrumental aspects of the monogenerational household:
functional incapacity, as expressed by restricted mobility, increases ,

with age and causes dependence on others who are not easily available
in this type of household. This finding corresponds with the data on

sped fie typas ofdisad vantages as presented in Table 72. The

perception <>fdisadvantages in living apart from children among

Moslems eoneurs w L th the finding that Moslems 1i ving in this household
type tend more than Christians and Druze to prefer the mult i genera
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^^ ^ יי rurrZTA'ff Affecting Perception of Disadvantages, inH!il££Bt_L1v1n£j_rrJ.ngement^yJioiis^

Affecting Variab] o ..
'10'10^."erat ionalMultigenorat i'<.v1]

Agu : ,r0 ot percoi v<>d di sadvan!. M ^4 '' 1 "

1ncreases with aee ^' v < 0.'05
Level of mobility: X of perceived X2 = 13 98

disadvantages increases with D < 0 0n1
increase of restriction of Jmobility.

Religious Affiliation: Moslems tend X2 = 4 g"
more to Perceive disadvantages. p < 0;05

Feeling of Loneliness: 1 of perceived X2 = 5 48
disadvaa Ugos increases with p = 0'02
increased feelings of loneliness.

Buildi"3 Type : 1 of perceived X2 =4 29 2
disadvantages is higher among p < 005 ~n \i5elderly in older houses. B P ( U05 P = 010

^ Ire'not'pr^ented1? not affect the dependent variable in both household^

tlOnal househ^ for the elderly.3O Feelings of loneliness are
*" ex*"ression of dissatisfaction and therefore concur with perception
of disadvantages.

Table 72 ^sts ^cific ^^ntages and disadvantages mentioned by

the study PoPul^on. Instrumental components of wellbeing are of

P^'"ary concern to dents of both households. Elderly Hving in 

"ml tigenerational ^^seholds underline the availability of services ms

*" *dv<^. while the nonavailability or ,hold help is high on

30 x2 = 3.10; p < 0.10
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instrumental advantages of this household type were mentioned,

although "peace and quiet" may be read as an instrumental factor. (As

mentioned, the elderly in multigenerational households are disturbed
by /jo i .■, 1?) .

Wii L 1 a these 11 nu 1 ngs on Lin Arab rural populati on :ire, on i;iu

whole, similar to those of the Jewish population (Table 73), there are
somedi C ferences. The proportion of Jewish respondents mentioning
disadvantages of monogene rational households exceeds the proportion of
those who meat; i.oaa<lvan!;.ages, The positive qualities of this
household type  lack ofin terrene rat. i.onal stress and the sense of

not being a burden on children  are phrased dlf ferently by the Jewish
elderly: 1 iving apart from chiIdren is a safeguard for maintaining
good relations with children, while emotional support is emphasized as

a positive attribute of the multigenerational household.



fable 72: Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Both
Household Types (percentages)

Monogenerat ional Household Mult i generational Household
H = 1B6 V  2R7

Advantages :

Peace and quiet 42 Daily help 58
Autonomy 33 Participation in family life 16
Privacy 21 Mutual help 19
Lack of Intergenerational 18 Help during illness 25
stress Not boring 15

No burden on children 18 Emotional support 9
No need to worry about 9
anything

)isadvantages:

Lack of help with 28 Noise of children 20
household chores Stress and disputes 15
Lack of help in case 24 Restriction of" autonomy 4
of illness Restriction of privacy 8
Boredom 17
Loneliness 15
No ongoing participation 3
in family life

he list of disadvantages of residents of monogenerat Lonal households.
on instrumental aspects are perceived as a major advantage in mono

enerat ional households; in multigene rational households, they are of
econdary importance only.

Themonogene rational househol d is positively perceived by its
xpressive attributes  i ts contribution to the positive selfimage of
he elderly  as wel 1 as by its role in mon i tor ing intergenerational
el at ions in order to keep intimacy at a distance. The elderly
.nphasize both their wish to avoid becoming a burden on ch i Idren and

he i r desire to avoid exposure to stressful situations. No clearcut
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rable 73: Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Both
li^Hgg'1..0\d_^_yPes (Jewish Elderly)  percentages3.

toncm';,,nf,rnfj,.,,] ;1י'ז ייי1י>י; i ;.ו,ז ., ,. , ■ , ,, , ,
' ■ ■ " : 1 1 1 I gum.1 /.vI 1 on.t 1 ■i ■ ) 11.; .j . 1 . 1 1. |

advantages :

Safeguards good relations 30 Emotional support 62
.w*th children Help *hen ill, financial 30Autonomy 22 supportZ^Ld ^^ T* Participation in family 1ife 19

)^ = 250) (N = 271)
isadvantages:

^nSwhefiH ^ hOUSehold 48 Restriction of autonomy 33
,r a wnen liJ and privacy 22
No ^going participation 30 Stress, being a burden on 24
T 1n fanuly Ufe childrenLoneliness, boredom 44

^ = 279) 0V = 119)

WeiM . 1980. Unpublished data. Note also the different phrasing of the
question: 1na 1a attribute, compared with attributes in general .
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Chapter 10: PERCEPTION OF AGING

Data on the study population's perceptions of aging were obtained
from one openended question: "People May that aging has positive as
*ell as negati™ aspects, 'Vhat !, you ^^}l/,,r positive about aging,
an'! what d■) y ' 1:.<■!. ;i. 1 ■r ■1<!:1U v...?1.O miI, mi I analysis of Vu!

responses resulted in a list of positive aspects an<l a list of

negative aspects (Table 80). In addition, the responses were

classified as to whether or not positive aspects were mentioned.
Seven percent of all respondents mentioned positive aspects only, 43"

mentioned both Positive and negative aspects, and 50% referred to
negative aspects only.

On the basis of these data, a new variable  perception of aging
 was constructed. Its components include elderly who mentioned only
negative aspects of aging and those who mentioned both positive and

negative aspects (including the seven percent; *ho referred to positive
aspects only). The distribution of thes categories indicates that
the study population tends to emphasize negative aspects and, on the
whole' to perceive the process of aging negatively. Closer analysis
of the data shows that this perception is affected by four sets of
variables: demographic (sex and level of formal education), health
(1nobi.li.ty level and selfevaluation of health), cultural (religious
aC f 1 Iiat io1( ■tnd expressive interaction with children.

Men's outlook on aging is significantly more positive than
women's (Table 74). This finding concurs with men's more positive
selfevaluation of health (Table 32) and with their tendency to feel
less lonely than women.31

כי 1 Statistically significant (p < 0.05).
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"able74 :PercePiion_ot_Agi ng^_by__Se x_(_pere entages)

Perception of Aging
Pp rm i \/f^.r1,,'>'|f; ■,. , 1. :,, .., r ". .

1 'i./<....■ .

■is pec Is >>:1 1 y an ! P >s i!. i v<;a spec t.s '1',, ta 1 y

[en 42 58 100 233

■^ 42 100 202

Total 50 50 100 435

' x2 = 5.78 df = 1 p < 0.02

These differences between the sexes are partly explained by

if fereaces ia educational level. This variable affects the
ercjptioa of aging of males only, probably because only 18X of all
omen have had any schooling. Fiftythree percent of all men who

3ver attended^ool , compared with 34% of those who did (for any

3riod) perceive negative aspects only (p < 0.02).

Not unexpectedly, health problems are related to negative
?rception of aging. Thirty percent of the mobile elderly, compared
Ltli 70^ of the housebound, mentioned only negative aspects of aging
> < 0.0001). Selfevaluation of health affects perception of aging
ie same way (Table 7r>). Th relationship between health problems'
id negative perceptions of aging i.s reflected in the list of negative
>pects mentioned by the respondents: r,4"" oT tiio.se who nentione.l
native aspects referred to health problems (Table 80).

■7cJ f evaluation of health is not an objective health index. As

own by Weihl (1980), it is affected by sooloeconomie factors such as
ucatio" and inco;1u> *™els, by cultural origin, and by feelings of
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Table75 :Perception^*_Aj^j^^elfevaluatio n ^Health (percentages)

._ Perception of Aging

Selfevaluation Perceives negative I>or'.,Mv,.s n,..r:,tivn
''.' '': ■  ■;: ■'' ;'' . ;.(■:;:; T >tal V

Good /a
±y 81 100 104

Fair *oo* 48 100 159
Poor י/י/

66 34 100 172
Total ca

J1y ^0 100 435

*2 = 56.44 df = 2 P < 0.0001

loneliness. The relationship with loneliness is interesting in the
context of perception of aging. Those who report frequent feelings of
loneliness tend to Present low selfevaluations of health (and to have
low incomes).'^ They feel "low" and express their low morale in
resPonse to questions which allow ventilation of reeliags, Sllch as
seierating or selfevaluation of health, income, level of loneliness,
and the like. The ref^ction of this low morale syndrome ia the ,lata
on perception of aging, therefore, was expected. A .st^oug

relationship was found between ^eeliags of lowliness and perception
of lJ{^■ ■U'' 'ss 11"1'1y ^'"i signi ficantly (p < 0.0001) to report
0^11:1.0 .H^nt, of *S^g. A similar relationship was found between

sel fevalutaion of economic situation and perception of aging: 72"n of

^Jffs relationship with income was found among the Jewish aged as*011. ,\1 1 0 * these relationships, for both populations, arestat L.t leal ly sLgnif icant.
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those who rated their economic situation as "^od", compared with £35

*ho rate their situation as "bad", mentioned positive elements of
3Sin g (P < 0.0001 ).

Table 76 shows that Christian and nruz :,!, ■1,,... 1.!,:.,1 .,,,!., ,ר
.■J i";" .i^'. ^;e P''s 1li v,<'■i  n.>n!.s i n t;1.<;,!. ',.;s ,,f :1,,j ., ,. 1; .

'^U' 10"^ ^ ■s ^^'^,,d by level of formal education: Moslem

perceptions of agini ^e ^aifUaatlyar r,,<;ted by this variable,
While Christia" and Druze perceptions are not (Table 77). when the
three r'3li2i.oug.sroups are combined, the relationship with education
is significant, since SOX of those who never attended school are
Moslem It seems, therefore, that level of formal education is a

^tter 9^lU^ov of Perception of aging than religious affiliation:
no sch^ling (illiteracy) Prevents the perception of positive elements
of aging.

^* ^Pej^ept ^",of^gijig ,^^Religious.Aff i 1iat iorL_(percentages)

. .__ Perception of Aging

affil ia'tLn Perceives ^gative Perceives negative
UlatlOn asPeifts ^ly and Positive aspects Total N

Moslem tc
M 45 100 258

Christian and Druze 40
58 100 177

Total r,n
o0 50 100 435

Not significant
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?:1'jl e 77 :"orrepti on of \"Ar.,r, by>?t?/ini ous Affiliation and Friur.at i onal Level ( percentages')
1

L *

'!os 1 en Christian a nrl Dmzn Total

Percoi vi?n<?rc:o i vo Percei ve Perce i vu Pe rt'1'1 v. Perce i ve
noira t i ve nositi vr?ner^a t i vepos itiv o nenn 11\ 1■ nosi t i ve
aspec ts v nega t i ve aspects Si m:!*;1. r.L ve aspcc t s 1.nega ti ve
only aspec ts Total Nonl y aspects Total V on 1 \ aspectsTo ta 1 N

Kducational I . p v o 1

'Jo school i n^ ^n 4n inn .9W 48 52 ino ?,.? 5R 42 100 2if3

At 1 east one
year of school i ne '^0 70 100 47 40 tfQ ו 00 1 2B 40 60 100 17?

^ Total 554 5 inn ??,P. 42 5S inn 1 77 50 50 100 ר.ד.4

x9 = 1R.34 df = 1 n < 0.00 Not si^nif icant x? = "..■ df = 1 p < O.ni

t



One of the ^catoj.s "r ""rational expressive inter_

*"™ "^ '" "'^ St"^ * l"terg""eratio".l advic^"^ a
*."" varUH based on ether Parent. or Mldren delate th
"'t™t'0". B"tl,*<,;,:,:, ,,.,< " seeMn, aff>t ,,,,.,.",,.,., .,r

^■*"'^ ^ c.n.ren, *, "ell a. those who do "ot innate Elvlng
"^ce, tend to Prceive ging negatively (Table 78).

Ta"e78 : ^f^^*f"g , by Pattern of AdviceSeeing
 Ue^??2S_Clllldren_and_Parents_(_percentages)_ f

P.erceimcH^of^ Agi_ng^^
Pives ffe Pceives "egatiTT

PGCtS OnlV and Positive aspects Total N

Children seek advice 30
of parents 68 100 149

Children do not seek 57
advice of parents 43 100 267

Total 48
5d 100 416

:^:0E *:£:__=_! _p_<_0.001

Parents seek advice 39
of children 6l 100 191

Parents do not seek 56
advice of children 44 10022 5

Total 48
52 100 410

^ = 648 df = 1 P < 0.02

^^LT^Z^^;^ /j^ sex affects both varUMes:
advice les"by'child^n ^eJ^apter'"!;1: and theya re consulted for
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These findings are corroborated by others: involvement34 of

parents in decisionmaking concerning major areas of household and

family activity (.such as choice of children's spouse or financial
ioi * i ons) ■■ifforts porcopti on n^ '':J''J i .1 ■'■■'1■' ■■';■\<m■_ 1 i reel ion. 711O

rate of Positive perception of aging is significantly higher among

parents who are involved in making such decisions (Table 79).

fable 79: Perception of Aging, by Involvement of Parent in
FiflJJJlcJ:8.1 Decisionmaking (percentages)

_ Perception of Aging

Perceives negative Perceives negative
aspects only and positive aspects Total N

llllltlr 29 " 100 "5
ecisionaraking

fot inv(>lved ^ 62 38 100 145
inancial
ecisionmaking

Total 49 51 100 410

x2 = 40.5 df = 1 p < 0.0001

These findings indicate that parents' involvement with children
in a wider sense than adviceseeking only, that is, emotionally
eaningful intergenerational interaction) enhances their perception of
ositive asPects of aging. When the flow of expressive interaction is
isturbed, when parents feel disconnected from important aspects in

1 "Involvement" is defined in Chapter 6.
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the Uves of theil offspring, their morale is low and consequently
their perception of aging tends to be negative. This conclusion
 urs with the finding that nearly half of the elderly who perceived
positive ^pects of aging mentioned generational continuity (Table 80(. _

£2£J1tive Aspects (n = 191)

Generational continuity 4g

Age confers status in society l8
Accumulated life experience 17

No work responsibilities 13

Return to religion l3

Age confers status in the family  12.■ ■.  : .

Negative Aspects (N = 356(   ■

Deterioration of health 64

Changes in functional capacity 2g

Feeling of boredom, loneliness 20

Feeling of approaching end 14

Being a burden on children  12

Loss of autonomy ,.

A review of the lists of Positive and negative aspects of aging '

mentio"ed by the "Pondents (Table 80) reveals that twothirds of
those who referred to native aspects mentioned declining health.
AH other ^tive elements were referred to by less than onethird of
the respondents. Hence, health, or the decline thereof, ls the
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outstanding negative element mentioned. All other elements, though

important in content, appear as much smaller concerns. The arention o£

boredom in this context, as well as in the context of negative
.. attributes "* ^ monogenerational household, should be more carefully
,xa.mned as a pos.io,, key to "'"erunderstand L",' a8;i"3 in so^iflc 

populations. Anally, retirement from work "as not mentioned by any
respondent as a negative aspect of aging.

On the Positive side, there are two outstanding findings. The

first is the high proportion of respondents who mentioned the
importance of generational continuity, of seeing one's seed prosper
and grow. Nearly half of those who mentioned Positive aspects
referred to this element. Thus, the most important positive aspect
mentioned, and Perhaps the most meaningful for the elderly inter_
viewed, seems to be this view of the future  the continuation of Ufe
trough one's family, The unique finding is that over 1051 of the
respondents admit to feeling comfortable without the responsibilities
connected with work.

MoreZ^er^X, , three of the Positive elements mentioned evidently
stem from the traditional normative system: age confers status in the
Z*nily , age confers status in society, and life experience is
accumulated with age.

This link with traditional values is interesting, particularly "

because the study's findings do not show that the parent's status in י

the f*'*ny is high. It seems as if, in order to find positive
ele1nents of aging, the respondents drew on "old" values which have

lost much of their flnce in the current social environment of the
rural Arab vill^e. The absence of comparative data prevents fuller
interpretation of these findings. ._
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ChaPter^ ■ INFERENCES BETWEEN VILLAGES

A """her or ^^ were Pad i" order to e*aari"e the
*^,esls that Urge itie., are ,""re aff,,,ted bv th,"'."", ",tfnn thansn,u feted by the process of

' ' ' u. 1s known, lor nנ stance ,!,.,,

;7"."1 >""m.. U ~U lages are *"^eriorto those

lla;ge; ones. Mun1   ,", e UPPly ", "*"
eleCt1OUy  ^ 1 >*  " vUUges 4050 years

a;;■ as were sauri  i". u! "trol is arOre

^60"^ " ". h  Th Power structure is less"1"     or v "t.ca,  with klnshlp^^ ^ , ths ors >o"trlbute ward resistance to1^ """ and nge. t  so Pothesized that openness to^ ^'^ b, us "n. U  erally oeneved^^^ a^ ^e odern" than MosXears, Pably .cause they
are better educated. y

M the Si' ^". pled, three mnase 4, 5, and 6) are ^" ;7U"eS■ *"  ^ ge"eously Mosle,, T,,e ^nest has
0 ^*^, the ^t about ,500. No"e ha an o"iclal
""^tpaX tus, there t no ™ipa. ~zatlon, and therefore
^ ^^^ ™^^ ices (sue" a water upply) are .^"י■ ™ere are rdly a. hops.  of the three vUU.es io  a Kupat U. CHh nd) ennic, thOugh ",ost of the ~י ^ are bers, and "one onta.ns a hooZ ^ Children over

^ e ere ,, "o ^ ~>a, Because of the ^a" nu^er
"^ " ^ ^ "8^ ^   >> characteristics these " e en ombined ,"to one  Parson purPlSes
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Village 3 was originally sampled as a heterogeneous small
village, because among its approximately 4,000 inhabitants there is a

small minority of Christians.35 While analyzing the data, it was

d iscovo red that theno pi! 1ati on of this v t / 1 ■1 /rn i shot ororrpnoous on

quit e another ba.s is : ha 1 f of the aged nopu ] at ion reported havi ng been

evacuated from a village destroyed in 1948 and subsequently settling
in this one. This displaced population differs from the village's
native elderly reisdents in many ways, among them housing conditions.
They therefore constitute a distinct subgroup, revealing that Village
3 is inhabitated by two populations of elderly.

Village 2 is a heterogenous, bigger village which is served by a

municipal council. The majority of the residents are Christians; of
the two minorities  Druze and Moslem  the latter is the smaller in
number. The Christians and Druze of this village are the only
representatives of these religions in this study.36

Village 1 is al 1Moslem and is comparable in size to Vil lage 3.

It has its own municipal council, but welfare services are delivered
directly by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs.

t

Ten of the 105 elderly interviewed in Village 3 are Christians; the
others are Moslems.

It should be remembered that this group does not statistically
represent the overall population of rural Druze or rural
Christians. Therefore, data comparing this village with the others
by religion may reflect the population of this village only.
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Household History

The analysis of household history by religious affiliation has

shown a relationship between these two variables: fewer Christians
than Moslems lived in multigenerat ional extended households in

 ויי ז ^ייי!'ו )Table H). In order t,; v' lir.r. U> :.:!is influence of

_ religious affLUatLo.1, the three small allMoslem villages *ere
compared with the larger homogeneous Moslem village. This comparison
shows that considerably fewer elderly persons in the small villages
.spent their childhood in nuclear, or twogenerational, households,
kovq of them having lived at that time with grandparents and/or other
kin (Table 81). This difference probably indicates that over sixty
years ago the smaller villages had a more traditional household
structure than the bigger one.

Table 81: Moslem Villages, by Size and Type of Household
)at Ages_!Azl.?__gl__StH^y__g.o^Hlg^tion)_^_percentages

Big Village Small Villages
)1) (4, 5, 6) Total

)N = 101) (N = 74) (N  175)

Twogenerational 81 qq 75
household

Threegenerational and 19 34 05
extended household

Total 100 100 100

Examination of household composition after marriage shows that
the inhabitants of the small villages do not differ from those of the
bigger one: approximately 50X of the respondents of all villages
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lived for some time after carriage with parents before establishing a

household of their own, and about one third separated from parents at
marriage.

Differences.in_Fami ly ■incfj/ovxohn/fr Stnicturo
One of the xndic^^r ofncierni^ t 1 on is the structure :,n,i *iw of

both family and household, "Modern" people have fewer children and

live in .small, ™clear households; their aging parents tend to live in
a home of their own. According to these criteria, the study
population, as a whole, is not a modern one: over 60$ 1iVe in
multigenerational households, and the number of children is very high
(Tables 82 and 83). However, the smaller villages (less than 5,000
inhabitants, by sampling criteria) differ from the bigger ones:

considerably '™re households are multigenerational, and the proportion
of residents with ten or ™ore children is by far the highest. Both of
these findings are in line with the hypothesis that smaller communi
ties tend to be less affected by modernizing factors.

Detailed analysis of the multigenerational households shows that
the three small villages have the highest proportion of households
including children under age 18, as well as the highest proportion of
households deluding unmarried daughters over age 28. Moreover, aS

shown in Table 84, the children of the aged in the small villages are .

generally younger than those of the aged in the bigger ones. Both of .

these demographic differences are due not to a younger age structure
of the old population in the small villages, but rather to two other
demographic factors, both of them culturally defined: more aged in
the small villages have been married more than once (2456, compared

with 13$ in the bigger, allMoslem village) and more of the men have
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had Polypous *arriages i" the past (20*. compared with 5*). The

second of these demography trends is not a modern one.

Household Type

Plages ^™generational Multigenerational Total N

44 56 100 87

61 100 202

39 6I 100 854,5,6 9a
72 100 65

Total or.
. . 62 100 439

Table 83: Number of Children Per Elderly Resident

^HH^g1:,_q.f_Children

V1UageS NO"e 13 ^ ^ 1"^ Total N

3 832 45 l2 100 10!

* 13 43 30 10 100 238

3 3 1? 30 35 15 100 105

33 25 24 100 75

T"tal 4 " 37 33 !3 100 519
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Table 84: Ages of Children in the Sampled Villages (percentages)

Age of Children
Under

Villages* 18 1929 3039 4049 5059 (30+ Total ,V

1 4 24 S3 26 9 3 100 592

2 3 16 33 31 12 4 100 1141

4'5'6 10 28 29 24 8 1 100 432

Village 3 is not included because of the high proportion of parents
who did not reveal the ages of their children.

These differences in size and composition of the multigenera
tional household are also expressed in the number of persons per
lousehold (Table 85). The proportion of small households (12
Dersons) in the small villages is by far the lowest  2856, compared
vith over 40% in the other villages; the proportion of large
louseholds is the highest. These findings, too, support the
typothesis suggesting that smaller villages are less affected by the
nfluence of modernizing factors. Size and composition of household
nd family, as well as marriage patterns, indicate that the smaller
illages tend more than the bigger ones to adhere to traditional
orms .
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Table 85: ^tZZZ7f;;efz^seAoJd ln t,e

 _ב!_._1 y   T",,, _ K
1 0 ו    .

28 18   21tf 9 24 100 87
18 27 23 17

3 24 ^ ^ 14 100 202

4,5,6 19 15 28 100 85^^^9 26 9 37

^k_a"d_Oceupational History

o. ." ^lng ^r king Ilves A diff " tyP8S "O"
1"  "^:::::;:r;s a
propo"io" of ™" wOtrlng ," agriculture in he ■ "heB the
1^ ^ "  t, Mgger o"e. This dlorhe SmaU6r Vil 
at "yretire,",,t 37 ^ f h d''Orease i due to a Wgh rate

CO™ "^ ^ i" thebi""ron8 a8ed "e" ln "e SmaUer ""^. V ^ tOppedworMngg8ea " " " e" a,  a",
tural work , n,^, d"p to ' ^ ^™^ ^ "Ue, asricu,

.^:::r:;;rr1astkbh '
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Table 86: ^^^^SZ^I^^^^
 Age.Pgriods

i8J1 ^^■l 5565

75 74 53

2 38 30 23

3 , 54 41 37
4'5'6^ 83 74 43

,pared with 29X and 44% i" the two heterogeneous villages, This
^rro^^s the ""dings Presented in Table 86: the predo.inant
<~tiO* of n in Moslem villages. throughout their working Uves,
was agriculture.

The ^0 "omogeneOus Ullages differ by "rational structure of
*", a ^abi "at ^" differentiates between these two villages
and the "terogeneous "e. The level of education of the aged ln
ViIla^  )heterogeneous) 1 considerably higher than that in the
t"r "i"age )Tab! B7). Moreover, Druze itiZen .ay serve in the
PrOf6ssio"al army and the Police force. These two factors open

otherwise Cosed occupation! opportunities. ^ 0^^^^^0"^1

^ctUre of "e ^ ^ Vi!lage 3 i Pbab!y determined to a large .

>"e"t by the fact that aoout ha!f of them are refugees fro", another
Vlllage and do not own land.

The "^ings "" "ork and "Patl""*l history do not sustain the
h""^sts ^tin,, modernization to size of village. They do

"'er. ^"icate that <^<>^o,, "olem villages differ troar
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heterogeneous ones both in occupational structure and in a marked

tendency toward early retirement, due to lack of occupational
opportunLties for older men.

TabLe 87 : i^Yi~A _OS .iioj^^L.H.44£^i^ILL_^Y__Sa^llle4_J^lages (percentages)

Years of Formal Education

Villages None 14 Years 5+ Years Total N

I■ "■ 70 20 10 100 100

2 42 27 31a 100 227

3 86 12 2 100 103

4,5,6 90 7 3 100 75

Total 64 10 26 100 505

a Includes the 7X of the aged in this village who have had more than
eight years of formal education.

Participation in Household Maintenance Activities
Multigenerational households

Villages differ by size as well as by type of population in
participation in household maintenance activities such as cooking,
cleaning, doing the laundry, and shopping. Considerably fewer aged

living with children in the small, homogeneous Moslem villages
participate in such tasks than do aged living in the same household
type in both of the bigger Moslem villages (Table 88). The highest
proportion of participants in all such activities is found in Village
2, the majority of which is Christian. Analysis of these data by

religious affiliation indicates that the Druze in Village 2,
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regardless of sex, are the most active participants in these
activities.

Regarding care of grandchildren, participation of the aged in the
small villages exceeds that of the others: only 1970, compared wUa

lb:);" I r'■> 'J ■J'1>.> other villages, claim .!,■v,;1■ to ^'i^nje in U1Iv

activity. This difference may be partly due to the larger households
in the small Plages (Table 85), which implies a large number of
grandchildren in the home who are likely to be under the care of their
grandmother.

Table 88 : Elderly in Multigenerational Households who Perform Cooking
aj!d_Cle_anjj1g_Tasks, by Village (percentages)

Villages Cooking Cleaning  N

J 40 31 55

2 50 45 127

3 32 13 53

4'5'6 18 20 55

Monogenerationa1 households
Performance of household maintenance tasks by aged living.apart .

from children is independent of size of village. Table 89 shows

similar rates among villages which are either homogeneously Moslem or
the maJority of which are Moslem. In Village 2, in which the Moslem

aged constitute a small minority, fewer aged perform household

maintanence tasks themselves. Thus, independent household maintenance
seems to be *"^cted by religious affiliation: more Christians and
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Druze than Moslems perform basic household tasks themselves. Further
investigation is likely to reveal the same pattern for multigenera
tional households.

Table 89: Elderly(and /or their spouses)i ■'loa>jnorat Lonal Households
who Perform Cooking and Cleaning Tasks, by Village (Percentages)

Villages Cooking Cleaning N

1 ^ 67 47 45

2 86 73 79

3 55 55 40

4,5,6 50 50 20

jjitergenerational Support

Analysis of the flow of help from children to parents shows that
religious affiliation is a more important factor than size of
population in explaining differences between villages. The findings
presented in Table 90 for monogenerational households are consistent
with those of Table 89 in that Village 2, the majority of which is
Christian, differs from the others. Considerably fewer parents in I
this village customarily receive help from children. This consistency
probably reflects the fact that aged who live apart from children and

manage their own households do not often require children's help.
This situation, however, applies to one village only, the majority of
which is Christian. In Moslem villages, help of children to parents is
reportedly extended regardless of a parent's ability to manage his or
her own household.
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Table 90: Parents in Both Household Types who Customarily Receive Help
from Children not Living with Them, by Village (Percentages)

Monogenerational Multigenerational
V L I I age Households N Households N

1 71 45 58 _ 53

2 42 79 33 118

3 74 40 62 48

4,5,6 77 20 36 50

Financial assistance extended by children to parents varies by ;

village, but no systematic pattern is discernible in either household
type. The proportion of children of the aged in Village 1 who extend
financial assistance to their parents is considerably higher than that
of any other village. There is no variation by village in the flow of
help from the older to the younger generation.

Villages differ by patterns of inter generational help (Table
91 ).^8 The modal pattern in monogenerational households in Village 2

is "no mutual help",39 while that of all other villages is one
directional  from children to parents. In multigenerational
households, the volume of help from parents to children is greater
than in monogenerational households, especial ly when the two* .

directional flow is included. Looking at the data in this way,

3^ This variable was constructed by combining two variables: help of
chiIdren to parents and help of parents to chi ldren .

39 All three religious groups in this village demonstrate the same
trend.
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Village 2 and the small homogeneous villages differ from the others;  

over 50X of the aged in these religiously varied villages neither
extend help nor receive help from children. Thus, religious
affiliation does not explain'1irforences in patterns of intor^nora  ..

I iunal help. _

Table 91: Patterns of Intergenerational Support in Both Household
Types, byVillage (percentages)

Two Children to Parents to
directional Parents children No

Villages support . only only help Total N

Monogenerational
Households

1 14 60 7 19 100 43

17 25 4 54 100 69 "

3 15 59 3 23 100 30 .

4'5'6 24 47 24 100 17

Multigenerational
Households

136 ^ 22 4 38 100 53

2 18 l5 14 53 100  "118

33132 8 29 100  48

4'5'6 ^ 24 8 56 100 50 /
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Perception of Aging

Perceptions of aging differ among the sampled villages (Table
92). The homogeneous Moslem villages differ among themselves by size:
more aged In the smal1 villages tend to perceive negative aspects only
(p < n.OOr,). Th<> three rel igioutr groups i nV i. 1 1 age 2 differ rro.n oac;!

other: most (732>) of the small Moslem population perceives negative
aspects only, compared with onlyone third of the Druze. The aged in
Village 3, most of whom are Moslems, perceive aging quite negatively,
and this view is shared by the two populations of the village. Though

the difference between Moslems and the other religious groups is
statistically significant (Table 76), the data indicate that other
factors are involved, including size of village.

Table 92: Perception of Aging, by Sampled Villages (percentages)

Perceive negative Perceive negative
Village aspects only and positive aspects Total N

! 34 60 100 86

2 45 55 100 190

3 ■ 71 29 100 89

4,5,6 56 44 100 72

Housing Conditions

Housing conditions are not affected by size of village: the
small, homogeneous Moslem villages are similar in this respect to the
bigger, homogeneous Moslem village In the heterogeneous villages,
housiag conditons vary by subgroup: the small Moslem population of
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Village 2 lives in much worse conditions than either Christian or
Druze (Table 94), and the housing conditions of the immigrants to

Village 3 are much worse than those of the aged born there (Table 93).
These d 1f Terences prevail despite the fact that 97'^ of al 1 households
1 11 uo in lie le ro<;i,'u .: ;is v ;. 1La>J<.■ s occupy nouses o */ U;;!<1 \)j I I 1 <_. ;tfjed

res idea Is <>[. by one u/' the L r children,

Table 93: Housing Conditions of Aged in Village 3, by
Origin of Population (percentages)

Born in Born in
> village destroyed village Total

Type of Building
Old house 34 62 . ^^ 48

Modern house 66 38 52

Total 100 100 100

Number of households 38 39 77

Location of Toilet

Inside building 74 44 57

Outside building 14 31 23

No toilet 12 28 20

Total 100 100 100

Number of households 41 42 83

Location of Shower

Inside building 71 38 54

Outside building to 17 13

No shower 19 45 33

Total 100 100 100

Number of households 41 ' 42 83
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Table 94: Housing Conditions of Aged in Village2 , by
Religious Affiliation (percentages)

Moslems Christians Druze Total

Type of Bui Id iris!;

O] (i I 1<; I1St ■ .Jn'"1 י ■( ■< \ Or

Modern house 42 81 yq '75 i

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of households 22 121 38 IQl

Location of Toilet

Inside building 38 79 '73 70

Outside building 28 ■ 20 20 2\
No toilet 34 1 2 g

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of households 29 131 42 201

Location of Kitchen

Separate room 55 92 958 7

Part of 1 iving room 31 2 5 y

Outside building 14 q g

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of households 29 131 41 201

Fuel Used for
Heating in Winter

Wood only 83 12 46 30. 1

Other 62 48 49 52

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of households 29 131 . 41 201

a Hal f of these households occupy tin shacks.
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Table 94, continued

Moslems Christians Druze Total

Type o£ Water ~
Heating  

Solar or electricity 28 52 51 48

Other 62 48 49 52

Total 100 100 100 100

Number 61 households 29 131 41 201

Just over half of the households of aged in homogeneous Moslem

villages occupy modern houses, built to include sewage systems,
showers, toilets, etc. The other households occupy various types of
mostly unsuitable buildings; most are oneroom buildings built many

years ago, lacking facilities which are today considered indispen
sible. Thus, over 50X of all households in these villages lack inside
toilets, including some which also lack outdoor facilities (17X in the
bigger village and XZTo in the smaller ones). Thirtyeight percent
lack both toilets and showers inside their houses. Fifteen percent of

the aged cook In the room they 1 ive in , and about the same percentage
cook outside or do not cook at all.

Other aspects of living conditions vary by size of vi1lage. More

households in the bigger village use modern cooking equipment; 91X

use gas or electricity, compared with 731 in the small villages. On

the other hand, fewer households in the bigger vi1lage use modern

heating equipment (such as electricity, gas, or kerosene), preferring
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the traditional method of burning wood, which can also be used for
cooking. These differences may be due to a higher proportion of
monogene rational households in the bigger, al1Moslem village.

The variation of housing condltions in each of the heterogeneous
1i/',uj .■■■> i s ..m Uiorsiriking . Tab le .'V\ showst i 1> ,' d i I L'erence but ween

Immigrants to Village 3 and the original population: the latter tend
to live in modern buildings which include showers and toilets.

In Village 2, there are marked differences between Moslems, on

the one hand, and Christian and Druze on the other. Housing
conditions o f the latter two are better, and they tend to use modern
equipment (Table 94). Moreover, the housing conditions of Moslem

households in this village tend to be worse than those of the Moslem

households of other villages.

Since such differences in housing condition were not expected, no

questions were prepared to investigate possible reasons. One

explanation may be differences in income over the life span, but there
are no data on this subject.

For practical purposes, service providers should be alerted to
the fact that the aged of the minority populations in these villages
seem to have worse living conditions than those belonging to the

majority .

In summary, it can be noted that in some respects  notably

demographic (family and household) structure  size of village is a .

differentiating factor: small villages are closer to the tradi tional
model. In other areas, there is no influence of size of village, yet
that of religious affiliation is clearly discernible. The first of
these findings validates the hypothesis concerning the relationship
between modern ization and s Ize of vil lage , at least inrelat ion to the
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present generation of Arab elderly. The second finding, too,
expresses the influence of nonmodern norms; adherence to religious
beliefs and traditions is not an attribute of modern societies.
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Chapter 12■ CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the objectives of this research project was to obtain
knowledge and insight into the living conditions and needs of the

rural Arab aged Population, Generally, these objectives have been

roaehed. The 'iiti, though not statistically repress tat 1 ve of

Israel's rural Arab population, provide insight into their living
conditions. Most of the elderly live with children; those who do not,
live very close to more than one child, since most children 1ive in
the same village. This geographical propinquity, combined with the
fact that this population has many children (and grandchildren),
ensures close and frequent contact with family members  children,
children inlaw, grandchildren, and greatgrandchildren. The nature
of this contact is basically supportive, both instrumentally and

emotionally. None of the elderly contacted were Physically neglected,
including the few who have no close relatives to care for them;
neighbors and distant relatives take care of these few.

The proportion of childless aged (half of whom were never
married) is negligible, only three percent. These are high risk
categories in terms of Potential need for services. Some of these
elderly are fully dependent on the goodwill of neighbors or distant
kin, and there are indications that some of these helpers would like
tO be relieved. The proportional number of elderly in this category
is likely to increase, as the unmarried daughters become old and

economically dependent on their brothers.
The housing conditions of elderly who live apart from children

are often inadequate and, in many instances, appalling. About one
third of all households are located in old buildings, most without
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connection to sewage systems. Only 11$ of such houses have indoor
toilets, and 26X have neither an indoor nor outdoor facility; in only
15* a shower is located inside the house, and 51X have neither an

indoor nor outdoor shower. The standard of 1iving of many elderly, as

expressed by thea.va ilnbili ty of householdappl i.anc.v3, is rath,;!. i,j*.

Thirty four percent of al 1monogenerat ional households, for example,

manage without a refrigerator, and in 73X there is no television
set.40 A small proportion of households lack basic furniture: 12X

lack chairs, and in 26X there is no table. The lack of these items
may be d^ue to differences in lifestyle rather than to economic
distress.

Economic distress is probably widespread. Seventyeight percent
of the respondents receive income supplements from the National
Insurance Institute41, a fact which places most of the study
population in the lowest income bracket. Some of these low income

elderly live with young children who do not yet work, others with
adult nonworking daughters who have no income of their own (Table
7). Such households are probably characterized by an acute shortage
of income, unless other children support their parents on a regular
basis. Little evidence of this support was found. The interviews
reveal that some forms of in kind support, such as food grown on a

shared plot of land, do exist. The volume of in kind support is

The respective proportions in multigenerational households are 10<£
and 7611>.

41 This data was contained in the list of persons ages 65+ in each
village supplied by the National Insurance Institute; the figure
matches those published by the Institute in Recipients of Old AKePensions by Localities, 1982, Table 5> 
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unknown, since the questionnaire did not contain questions on this
subject.

Judging from the study's findings, health needs are met when

!■n mediate curative intervention i.5 called for. Nearly all the elderly
are iiealth insured and use clinics and hospitals. In the three bigger
villages, private medical care is available and used: about 6X use

only Private medical services, and about 18X turn to both private and

Kupat Ho 11 in services. The use of private services by Kupat Holiar

members presumably indicates some degree of dissatisfaction with the
public services.

Two of the smaller villages have no Kupat Holiar clinics; the
residents travel to a nearby town for medical services. This lack of
accessability limits the use of medical services to urgent needs only.

The proportion of bedridden elderly is very high  It, compared

with n in the Jewish population. The proportion of housebound, too,
is higher in the study population. This is due to at least three
factors: the age structure of the investigated population (28X are
over age 80), the tendency to prefer to remain at home42, and the lack
of longterm care institutions culturally suitable for this
population. A fourth factor may also be at play  lack of services
designed to locate the populations at risk and prevent their
deterioration, and, if necessary, to make patients and families aware

of the various longterm care services available, including
institutions.

Based on impression rather than scientific testing.
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Health services to the housebound (including bedridden) are
irregular and scarce. Their supply differs by village: where no

Kupat Holim clinic operates, no nursing services are available.
Thirtyfive percent of the bedridden reported having been last visited
by a nhysir i an over thr'< ^וי1ו1י<1ד ;0?/ד 14^ ronort.p,]v,. ; t5 'r/ / nursc>

but only one fifth of these visits occur on a regular basis.
Domiciliary services to the housebound are nonexistent.43 All

services needed  cleaning, preparation of food, personal care,
nursing  are rendered by the family or by neighbors. Social workers
report that there are requests for home help and help with personal
care, but in most cases these requests cannot be answered. In only
one village does the proportion of aged served by the welfare office
approximately equal that of a Jerusalem neighborhood; this is the one

village of the six in which the welfare service is part of the
municipal administration. Ninetyfour percent of all respondents have
never had contact with a social worker. Since nearly 8C^ of this
population qualifies for income supplements, this proportion seems to
be very high.

Very few of the interviewed elderly mentioned (directly or
indirectly) bad relations with children. Presumably, there are more

such cases than can be detected on the basis of a research project
such as this one. These families, though few, may need help in
achieving supportive relationship. When considering the demographic
data in light of these cases, as well as those of the few never
married and divorced aged, it seems that health and welfare services

Other rural areas have lately begun to offer .sue 11 services.
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ovr "her the range of "eds "or the range of people in nee*.

Ther is a need to tend ".edical ■vices, .specially to the
^lse,o,Jaa, and there i an "rgent need to 1elop domiciliary
.services for the same group,

יי "^ ■nai,, ai"o ,. the study was to "bt.l" ^o",e.ls" about the
o* of i"trge"eratio"al interaction i" order to better understand
"" dlreCtiO'1S of ch">8  fily relation resulting from tne
process of modernization.

The flow of Instr^evtzl support fro", children to parent ls
'"" ™Pared "ith that in the .*wish Population and other European

^ula" (Shanas t al., 1968), both in the "u.ber of parent who

eiv help and in the vol"me of hlp extended. About half of the
6W of ^*^ i" r"onog"ratio"al household "ho receive help wlth
*^*o'""'^ '<tB"a" task are helped by more than one person and
™or than >>alf of this ^up 1 aited on a ■iaily basis. over 80S

of the vipers are grandchildren. These fi.ure exceed by far those
^* U the study of the ^"ih PoPuUtion. They also exceed the '
prO^"io" of handicapped Parent who y "> aita"e with some or
all '^seAo^ ™aintenanc 'asks**. It see™. therefore, that tne
Statlstially Prevailing Pattern i one ""lh Prescribe honoring the
older ^ner^on *< P""* it d ing U. Pres"mably, this is
the 1"11"al native Patter", but the lack of evidence prevent .

confirmation of this assumption.

T"ere la ">"> in the data that "lp xtended by childrn to
Parents living alone U related to needs of parents: ,""re of thoSe

44
There is no <Uffe in this aspect between the sexes.
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whose mobility or capacity to perform specific activities of daily
\xv^z is restricted receive help from children than do parents whose
functional capacity is not impaired.

^^ncizl assistance to Parents who live alone is comparatively
^■^^>r^ul Uun^h irr^ulxr, *hich probably indicates that the H:nour,t,

Of assistance are small. There is evidence of economic assistance in
kind. Many lilies have plots of land on which they grow their owr1

Vegetables and fruit. The work is done mostly by the second and third
generations, with the aging father occasionally participating in the
work. The Other's household, however, is supplied with the products.
Likewise, 30X of the elderly living alone do not cook; prepared meals 

are often bought to them by children. Electricity and water meters
are sometimes shared, since houses are often built next to or on top
of each other. The extent of these types of "sharing is not known,

since these findings were not anticipated. The impression, based on a

review of the interviews and discussions with the interviewers, is
that such forms of sharing are not negligible.

A surprisingly high proportion (23'£( of parents who live with
children are financially supported (irregularly) by children not
living with them.45 Since no further questions were asked, details
such as the purpose of this support, its size, and its uses are not

known This finding is further evidence of the responsibility .. '

children feel for the welfare of their aged parents.
More P^ents ^ multigenerational than ^ monogenerational

household* assist children not living with them, mainly in two areas:

5 The corresponding proportion in the Jewish population is 12$.
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caring for grandchildren and giving presents. For both generations,
these two areas are both expressive and instrumental. The difference
in rates of assistance by household type is surprising and difficult
to explain4^ this finding is one of many that should be re
invos t i :'.i !'<■(

^^generational ^/stu^ ."ay be twodirectional or one
directional in either direction, or there may be no assistance in

either direction. The two household types differ with regard to the
distribution of these four Patterns. In aronogenerational households,
themode ^(4456) is onedirectional, childrentoparents. This was to
be expected, since many Parents in these households are dependent to
some extent on the help of children. The modal pattern in ,nuiti
generational households (46St) is "no assistance" in either direction,
which is also to be expected since parents living with children are
usually provided for and often do not feel they have obligations to
children not living with them.

The fading that these assistance patterns are affected by

religious affiliation leads to another distinguishing variable: more

Moslem than Christian and Druze parents are helped by children
(irrespective of household type), and more of the latter two religious
groups adhere to the "no assistance" pattern. This cultural
difference recurs throughout the various data on expressive components 

of Lntergenerational interaction. Thus, significantly more Moslem

46
In the Jewish population, the difference is reversed. more parents^/7^^^'^^ households extend help to children not living
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?*"1 in both household types turn to a child .hen in need of
adViC6■ a"d more ol "^ '" ™uUiSe"eratio"al households have a

soUcfta.s child "ot living with the",. Fewer Moslem than Christla" or
0ruze '"n agree with the modern nor," of the Mid., independent cllolce
of soonSP_4'

r.,,,, ',,^^ ',,",rding religion ^ileat. that ■Moslem aged

Pare"ts (especially men) appear to be more involved with thelr
Chlldre"' " co"l^ which can also be drawn fro,, the fact that
i^yX.o *'■"nt of Moslem Parents seek advice from their children
^mrea wit,, 39". of Christians and 22X of Druze. The proportion of
CaSes ^ ."> i"terge"erational adviceseeking is lo.est among Mosiem

Parents (40S) and highest among Druze Parents (715), with Christian
P"nts "b^ween (54*). These data ^y fleet 'Ufferentia! change

f™" ^^™lP^" characterized by Sequent family interaction
*"d *™^ cohesiveness, a change ""ich affects Christian a"d Dru2e

^e tha" "01. On the other hand, the iigious group "ay have
differed nOr^tive,y from each other before the impact of modernizing
^o^ The data do, however, indicate that the parent of all three
^ion roups are a.are of the younger "ration. tendency toward

dlsta"cl"> and independence from Parents, and this awareness is more

prOnmnce6 among Christians and Druze than among Moslems.

Women differ fro," men in the area of adviceseeking and 

declslonmaking on central family i"es. Most women feel, and

Pbably are. '"'led from these areas, irrespective "f religious
"■iSi". The.s ""dings ■™tch those of one of the few studies on rural

AH the '■ationships ™"oned are statistically significant.
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P^esUn,aa Arab villages  Lutfiyya, 1966  which described rural
Moslem women as having no say in economic as well as intrafamilial /
matters. According to that study, women are considered to be less
wise than men and are excluded from meetings in which such matters are

,r,^y, with their wives and moth*™ l^ure arriving at a decision.
There is some evidence that the second generation holds educated

mothers in higher esteem: significantly more women with some

schooling** than women who "ever attended school are consulted by

their children for advice, Even so, less than ^ of educated mothers
are consulted when advice is needed. These Endings indicate that
WO'nea' P'^^y more than men, adhere to their traditionally
prescribed role.

Invo^e.e.t andint tion with children on the noninstrumental
level is an imPortant ^^uence on the morale of old parents. When

there is ™ adviceseeking relationship and when parents are not

inVOlved in decisionmaking on major familial issues, they tend to
percei,e the Process of aging gatively  they regard their actual,
PIeSent Situation as warding. This finding concurs with another,
that the '"ost fle^ently mentioned Positive element of aging is
^ "^1 ^^ty, the satisfaction .ler.ved from watching one's
OW" off*P^ grow and Psper. Watching may not be enough. one has, 

so it seetns, to be Evolved with the Uves of one's children, to feel .

that ^ildre" "sider the latlonship w.th Parents to be important

Most of these women are Christians. Tho Pffect of rp1i .

may be stronger than the effect of literacy: Of rellSlous no™s
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and *e.n^ua. This is "either a '"Oder" "or a tradition*! "eed. It
is a basic human "eed which ""forms with the no", of a society whlch

P^cr.be, Oeterence to the elderly and ensures that the young see*
*""ice from the elderly (eve" if the advi,, is ""t take"(. The

'"'  >■;.,,,..,■ ■^^j.^ont uL the older Keneration in the
if fairs or tiio younger ones, Respecta ad honor to the elderly iS1 in

tMS SGnSe' a mechanism of engagement; or, from the view of the aider
gGneratiOn' the Power held by the aSed (which may stem from their
~hiP of the means of PductLoo and/or from the normative

Pattern) ensures ^^^ intergenerational involvement.
Re^dS ^a.m^tlon, the data tend to bear out the hypothesis

that the or^tive, t^ditional mode is ore characteristic of small
10CalitieS This is fleeted in the data on differences in family
and h™sehold structure over time. In other areas of family
iatSraCtiOn ' no such evidence ,an be Pvided, Probably due to the
any other va^les at Play and the unrefined method of analysis
used in this study. The study does tribute information on the

, differential influence of raUj^r ^  uirr,r,n,e. are not

n~^^ ^czt^e of ^"erences in degree of modernization; they
may have existed before the onset of modern influences.

The flndi^on. household history generally corroborate the
dOUbtSe*'d by some writers, ™tably Laslett (1976), asto the
Validi^ of the sumption 1king traditional (or preindustrial)
SOcletie^ with large, extended or Joint family households. Goode

d^O) ^enUons that the conjugal household has existed in India for
ma^ dec;ldes; he '!notes ^senfeld's (1950) study of an Arab village in
^rael, say in, that ''the overwhelming majority oC th, families Were

"lear or conjugal■■.Cohen (1965) did not rind many Joint households
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in his study of Israeli Arab villages in the late 1950s, and he claims
that they probably did not constitute a majority in the decades before
his investigation. His assessment concurs with this study's data on

household history, which show that in the13 20.S and this hei nning of
Ln>' j;iljs "10.'1 <>' U1!i 01 1 1.1000(1 households of tin; study population
wre conjugal, i.e., consisting of parents and young children. One

might argue that by that time modernization had already Set in> but
historical facts reject this argument. Fifty to sixty years ago,

there were hardly any roads in the country, and none of the villages
could be reached by car. There was no water supply to the Arab

villages, no electricity, and the only source of income was the land,
which was tilled (to use Lutfiyya's, 1966, phrase) as in biblical
times.49

The data do, however, show that at least fifty years ago there
was a marked difference with regard to household structure between
Christians and Druze, on the one hand, and Moslems on the other:
considerably more Moslems grew up in households that were not

conjugal. The finding that this difference has disappeared, that the
proportion of mul tigenerational households is the same for all three
religious groups, probably points toward change in the Moslem

population of this s,tudy, mainly in villages of more than 5,000

Lutifiyya used this expression when describing a Moslem villaee
near Rama I la in the 1960s. ' e



inhabitants. 50

The changes in occupational structure during the working lives of
the male population of this study, as well as the differences in
family and household structure between small and larger Moslem

villages, indicate the impact ofmo.l*rru nation. The income of the
^"'1^^■mmm tion is noIonor <U>riv^\ r>*<>,:1 agriculture; and,
although most of the older men began their working careers in
agriculture, usually selfemployed, mostX ended their careers as
salaried laborers, mostly in other localities (Table 11).

lt is not possible to detect the impact of these modernizing
changes on' intergenerational interaction, mainly because the
literature on family interaction in traditional societies is very
scarce and always normatively descriptive. Thus, Lutfiyya (1966), in
his book Bamn^^ordaniajiJM.llage, refers to the status of the
elderly in general terms, without citing empirical evidence to support
these statements. There are no answers to such questions as: how do

People adhere to traditional norms? How many actually do adhere to
them? What deviations exist, and Why?

In the study on Arab rural elderly there are also no answers to
such questions, though empirical data have been collected. We know>

for example, the proportion of persons not involved in decisions
concerning the choice of spouse for their children, but it is not

known how this proportion compares with that in other societies,

50A mimbtr of problems are involved in making this assumption. For
>Lnstan^' how does the difference in life expectancy affect
honSexold future? Sixty years ago, few children had living
grandparents. In addition, the study population is one of
VllVVlZ'r^l we ^refore lack knowledge about all households of
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including premodern societies. In other words, there is no

comparable data and no starting point in time with which to draw

comparisons.

The findings of this study ■nay reflect a change in attitudes and

uorns, ass unri. ng that responses *on 1 ;I have 1<>mm1 much more uniform i (1

the past, but there is no way to validate this assumption.
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